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ABSTRACT
Multisensory integration is used in everyday life to perform even the simplest hands
movement. Sound was showed to play an important role in this process, providing information
about objects involved in the actions and about the actions themselves. A series of research
enlightened its effect on movements and its role in conveying emotion in sonic interactions
environment. Emerging theories proposed that the informational role of sound can affect the way
people perceived movements produced by their own motor activity when the sound is provoked
by their own actions. This effect is still largely unexplored as much as the action-related sounds
naturally produced by people’s movement that arouse it.
Aim of this thesis is to study the informational role of sound in performing movements,
specifically tapping. In order to do it, a prototype of a sonic interactive surface (real and virtual)
was built and used to explore eventual changes in people’s behaviour, proprioception and
emotions.
In a series of laboratory experiments, blindfolded participants used the prototype to tap on a
real and a virtual surface while hearing feedbacks produced by their movements. The sounds
reproduced a pre-recorded tapping sound, their intensity was manipulated across conditions.
Amplitude and speed of participants’ tapping movements were measured. A questionnaire was
used to collect information about people’s emotional response, perceived effort on doing the
task, perception of their own body characteristics (strength) and perceived physical properties of
the surface. The level of stress was assessed through physiological measurement.
Results addressed that weak tapping sounds as feedbacks on one’s tapping actions lead to
unpleasant experience and feeling of inability to complete the tapping task. Users were less
stressed and felt more able to tap when they tapped on a real rather than virtual surface.
Generally, participants extracted information from the sound intensity to assess difficulty of the
task. When the surface was virtual, sound was used to judge the hardness of it. Additionally, the
introduction of the sound speeded people’s movements.
Findings are discussed related to emerging theories on the effects of sound on proprioception,
to the literature on emotion and sonic interactions, and on the informational role of sound.
Results led also to a series of recommendation for practitioner who want to design sonic
interactive real and virtual surfaces.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In everyday life, people use multisensory integration to perform even the simplest hand
movement (Sten & Benjiamin, 2011). Sound plays an important role in this process: it provides
information about objects involved in the actions and about the actions themselves (Lederman,
Klatzky, Hamilton & Morgan, 2002; Tajadura-jimenez et al., 2012). A series of research showed
the sound effect on movements (e.g. Bresin, de Witt, Papetti, Civolani, and Fontana, 2010) and
its role in conveying emotions(e.g. Serafin et al., 2011). In the context of sonic interaction design
(SID), the present thesis aims to explore how a sonic interactive environment conveys meaning
and emotions influencing people’s movements. Specifically it studies people’s tapping
movements in two kind of sonic interactive environments: a real and a virtual surface. Additional
aim is to provide guidelines in order to design sonic interactive products. The psychological
theory behind SID is deepened in brain science and involves the mirror system (Rizzolatti &
Craighero, 2004). It provides a strong theoretical base suggesting that people use sound as
information channel to correctly perform their actions and to acknowledge information about the
task and the objects’ properties (Castiello, Giordano, Begliomini, Ansuini, Grassi, 2010). Other
theorists (Tajadura-jimenez et al., 2012) suggested that the information role of sound can also
affect the way people perceived their body, this would lead to behavioural changes. Sound was
already proved to convey emotions (Lemaitre, Houix, Franinovic, Visell & Susini, 2009; Serafin
et al., 2011) and this thesis aim to reproduce and better explore these effects. Aims were
explored building and testing a prototype of a sonic interactive product provided with a real and
a virtual surface on which people could tap. This double surface type permitted to enlighten
which effects were due to sound presentation only and to study the multisensory integration
between sense of hearing and touching.
Chapter 2 provides literature review, hypotheses and a description of the sonic interactive
surface prototype built to test the hypotheses. Firstly, SID is defined and described, secondly
psychological theories that provide bases and explanation of the effect of SID are reported.
Subsequently a series of studies on multisensory integration and the informational role of sound
are presented followed by studies on behavioural change and emotions inducted by sound
presentation. Application to HCI is described too. Hence, research question and hypothesis based
on the literature are presented. Finally, the prototype is described.
Chapter 3 describes participants, materials, design, procedure and data analysis.
In chapter 4, each hypothesis is discussed based on findings reported in the previous chapter
and literature review. New studies supporting unexpected results are also provided. Additionally
recommendations based on the discussion and the analysis is provided to designer aiming to
design a sonic interactive product involving a tapping task on a real and/or virtual surface.
Finally, limitations of the study and future research are discussed.
Chapter 5 provides a final conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW, HYPOTHESES AND
PROTOTYPE

2.1 Literature review and hypothesis
2.1.1 Sonic interaction design
2.1.1.1 Definition and terminology
Sonic Interaction Design (SID) explores how sound can be used to convey meanings and
emotions in an interactive context (Serafin et al., 2011). It studies gestures interaction in sonic
environments and how designed gestures accompanied by specific sound feedback transmit
emotions and engage users. Additional it aims to provide guidelines for designing and evaluating
products that involve a sonic interaction. Besides assessing the emotional informational role of
sound, SID has the exploratory role to discover new functions that sound can have in the
interaction between humans and sonic interactive artefact. It also aims to explore perceptual
illusions created by the sound feedbacks and eventual sensomotory learning through sonic
interaction (Serafin et al., 2011).
There are two additional terms used in sonic interaction design and in this thesis: auditory
display and sonification. The first one ―encompasses all aspects of a human-machine interaction
system, including the setup, speakers or headphones, modes of interaction with the display
system, and any technical solution for the gathering, processing, and computing necessary to
obtain sound in response to the data‖ (Hermann, Hunt & Neuhoff, 2011). The second one refers
specifically to transformation of data into sound and vice versa (Walker & Nees, 2011).

2.1.1.2 Psychological mechanisms behind sonic interaction design
Serafin and co-workers (2011) provided a deep summary of the psychological theories
behind the functioning of sonic interaction design. In other words they described which are the
mechanisms underlying the informatory role of sound on human perception and interaction with
the environment.
The main mechanism is the ―auditory perception-action loop‖. To properly describe it, an
overall of brain functioning has to be taken into account. Recently, scholars hypothesized that
two mechanisms exist in human brain: one that processes sound caused by human action (e.g.
walking) and the other which is focused on non-action sounds (e.g. thunder) (Pizzamiglio et al.,
2005). The activation of one of these two systems led to different behavioural and perceptual
outcome. Mirror system (Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese & Fogassi, 1996) and motor program are
involved in the process. Mirror system refers to a cluster of neurons that are active when one sees
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or hear someone else performing an action (for an interesting in depth discussion see Rizzolatti
& Craighero, 2004). Motor program is an abstract representation of movement involved in
performing actions (Schmidt & Lee, 2005). Action related sounds activate the mirror system
together with motor action program, this subsequently actives an action-related representation
(Serafin et al., 2011). On the other hand, non-action sounds activate only representation of
acoustic and perceptual characteristic of the sound. Example and demonstration of this is Lahav,
Saltzman and Schlaug’s work (2007) cited by Serafin and colleagues (2011). The scientists
found that the sound of a piano piece activated premotor areas of the brain in non-musician
participants that had just learned how to play that part. Their explanation is that non-learned
pieces did not activate motor area since participants did not have motor representation available.
Another effect of action related sound on human being can be due to characteristic of sound
representation in people’s cognitive system. Certain sounds can be associated with actionplanning schemas, hence they can implicitly elicit people’s reaction (Alaerts, Swinnen &
Wenderoth, 2009), (Serafin et al., 2011). This is the principle of the ―auditory-action loop‖.
Serafin and co-workers (2011) reports that it was hypothesized that abstract representation of
meaning underlying the actions can be aroused paralleling to the motor activation (Galati et al.,
2008), and that this representation is base of the multisensorial integration (De Lucia, Camen,
Clarke & Murray, 2009) which is explained in the next section. For example, the movement of
tapping on a surface activates the representation of that action in people’s mind and this
representation is used to match the information about the action collected by all the senses
involved in it (in this case sight, touch and hearing).
Tajadura-Jimenez and co-workers (2012) suggested that proprioception could be affected by
psychological mechanisms behind SID. This is further explained in section 2.3.1.2.
Proprioception refers to people’s sense of the position of their body parts and level of strength
believed to be used in movement (Mosby, 1994).
Knowledge and study of these mechanisms can lead scientists and designers to harvest
potential benefits applicable to product and interaction design.

2.1.2 Multisensory integration and sound as information
Different sensory modalities are used in everyday life to perform even the simplest hands
movement. The information from different sensory modalities is used and combined to create
single events. This process is called multisensory integration and its scientific definition refers to
it as a ―process by which a combination of stimuli from different senses (i.e. ―cross-modal‖
stimulus) produces a neural response product that differs significantly from that evoked by the
individual component stimuli, indicating a fusion of information‖ (Sten & Benjiamin, 2011).
A number of studies on this topic focused the effect of this process on reach-to-grasp
movements. Castiello and co-workers (2010) reported three studies’ findings (Patchay, Haggard
& Castiello, 2005; Patchay, Castiello & Haggard, 2003; Gentilucci, Daprati & Gangitano, 1998)
on the cross modal links between haptic information and visuomotor control. In these studies,
8

participants had to reach and grasp a specific target (a sphere) while holding an unseen distractor
object (another sphere). When distractor and target had a different size, participants way of
grasping the target were influenced by the size of the distractor, showing that ―proprioceptivelyguided manipulation of the distractor influenced the finger shaping of the visuomotor grasping of
the target‖ (Castiello et al., 2010).
The potential role of auditory information of naturally produced sounds has been often
omitted in research on multisensory processes (Guest, Catmur & Spence, 2002; Castiello et al.,
2010). Research on auditory cognition definitely revealed their effects on the sensomotory
system in cross-modal processes. Guest and colleagues (2002) correctly cited a series of research
on auditory cues in which when these were presented by themselves, provided a sufficient
amount of information that permitted participants to evaluate size and material of different
objects (Freed, 1990; Katz, 1925; Warren & Verbrugge 1984; Wildes & Richards, 1988). Other
findings in this direction come from Gygi, Kidd & Watson (2004) that showed that sound alone
presentation informs people about the identity of the sound source. Pastore, Flint, Gaston &
Solomon (2008) found that participant can understand posture and gender of a walker just
hearing the sound of it. Finally mere sound clues can be informative of the distance of someone
clapping its hands (Repp, 1987).
It was showed that the informational role of sound can overlap and modify people’s
perception.
It was found that perception of the quality of a car is influenced not only by aspect, price
range and brand but also by sound of its engine and small auditory clues like sound produced by
closing the car door (Keiper, 1999; Miskiewicz & Letowski 1999; Packard, 1957).
More interesting for the study object of the present thesis if that the informational role of
sound can affect the way people perceived movements produced by their own motor activity. For
example the texture of a surface was perceived as different if inspected with a rigid probe or with
fingers (Lederman, Klatzky, Hamilton & Morgan, 2002; Guest, Catmur, Lloyd & Spence, 2002).
Specifically, Lederman and colleagues (2002) found that if participants touched a surface with a
probe instead of their own fingers, the sound feedback was informative of the roughness of the
touched surface. Hence, the sound type manipulated people’s perception of the touched
superficies. These results were different from Lederman (1979) in which participants’ used their
finger to touch. In this case, sound was not considered as informative of roughness of the
surface: information provided by touch was considered more informative that those furnished by
sound. Guest and co-workers (2002) similarly investigated whether auditory manipulations
change people’s perception of the roughness of surface. In two of their three studies they found
that attenuating high frequencies led to a biased perception of an increased smoothness of the
touched superficies. Generally they stated that their experiment demonstrate that auditory
manipulations lead to a different perceived tactile roughness and moistness of surface (Guest et
al, 2002). Finally, Castiello and co-workers (2010) results showed that presenting a sound
constant with a material similar to the one of the displayed visual target lead to an easier action
execution. Oppositely a sound which is different from the material interferes in performing the
exact movement.
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2.1.3 Behaviour change and sound: effects of sound feedback on people’s
movements
In this section are presented a number of studies exploring the relation between sound and
behaviour. The question which is explored is how and if sonic interaction environments can
influence people’s behaviour. Most of the reported studies focus on specific movements that vary
from learning how to play a musical instrument, to improving rehabilitation procedures or
changing the perception of participants’ body. In section 2.1.1.2 it was reported which are the
two types of sound in sonification: action related and non-action related. In this section, studied
sounds are always action-related, because they are produced by participants’ interaction with
sonic objects. However, a further distinction was done. Section 2.1.4.1 presents studies on
sounds that are artificial and dissociated by the movements they are feedbacks of, since normally
they are not produced by this kind of movements. Participants had to learn the association. In
section 2.1.4.2 behaviour is analysed in relation to sounds that are naturally produced by the
performed movements, the association was learnt by past experiences.

2.1.3.1 Artificial sound: learnt sound-movements association
The two studies reported here used artificial sound to improve rehabilitation methods.
Wallis and colleagues (2007) found encouraging results. When a musical feedback
accompanied movements of people with arm impairment caused by a stroke, smoothness and
quickness in moving arm to reach a target seemed to improve. However, it has to be considered
that patient with stroke could have found pleasurable the introduction of the sound in their
routine exercise. Hence, the positive effect could be due to the nice novelty. For unimpaired
subject sounds resulted annoying and repetitive. However, this second type of users did not have
the goal of going back to use their arm normally, additionally they are not the kind of users
whom the sonificated procedure was designed for.
Vogt, Pirro, Kobenz, Höldrich and Eckel (2010) found that sounds congruent with the task
helped people to get a better comprehension of rehabilitation exercise. By this, patients
performed better in completion of movements they were supposed to do. Their participants had
to perform different actions; an example from the study is moving the arm from the ground to the
ceiling. When the arm was close to the ground, users heard the sound of rustling leaves, when the
arm was at a middle height they heard the sound of crickets, when it was at the maximum height
they heard the sound of the wind. Two kinds of sounds were used: natures (wood scenario) and
musicals. Unfortunately a comparison of the performance between them is not provided. Even if
the sounds used were artificial, the authors stated that they were metaphorically similar to the
task. Further sounds not congruent with the task inhibited and disturbed the learnt association,
and they were avoided by the users.
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2.1.3.2 Natural sound: sound-movement association learnt by past experience
Effenberg (2005), through a series of experiments, found that adding auditory information
(the sound of countermovement jumps) enhanced the perception of accuracy for complex sports
movements, specifically countermovement jumps. Additionally when audio feedbacks were
added simultaneously to participants’ jumps, they improved accuracy in reproducing sports
movement if compared with the condition during which participants just see the movement to
reproduce. These effects seemed to occur outside of participant’s awareness (Effenberg, 2005).
Bresin and colleagues (2010) found that different sound produced by the ground when hit in
a task implying walking can influence the speed of people walking, independently from
participants’ intention. Sounds used were linoleum, snow, mud and wood. Participants walked
faster when the sound of the surface had a higher spectral centroid (e.g. snow). When the sonic
interaction was characterized by sound with a low spectral centroid (mud) they walked less
actively. Harder texture sound corresponded to more aggressive movements, oppositely tender
pattern led to softer movements. Even if their results were not statistically significant, they
provided interesting suggestions about the effect of sound on people’s proprioception and
behaviour.
Rath and Rohs (2006) found that auditory information, rather than visual information, served
as enhancer of accuracy in a movement reproduction task. Specifically, participants had to tilt a
sonic object reproducing a showed action. The authors used two sounds realized ad hoc to
reproduce a rolling object noise. They were both congruent to the task but one was more abstract
than the other. Even if both sounds enhanced the performance in terms of time, the effect of the
more abstract sound is the only one that was statistically significant.
Tajadura-Jimenez and colleagues (2012) found that participants tapping with their arm on a
surface perceived an increased tactile distance on the test arm, when receiving the auditory
feedback at a double distance from the point at which they were tapping. This could be related to
an increased in perceived length of the arm. These results supply evidence for audio-tactile
influences on the coherence of body-representations (Tajadura et al., 2012).
Finally, Castiello, Giordano, Begliomini, Ansuini and Grassi (2010) found that action
execution is facilitated by presenting a contact sound which is similar to the one that the material
covering the stimulus would produce. On the other hand, action execution is inhibited by
presenting a different sound from the one of the material.

2.1.4 Emotions and sound
As previously mentioned, SID explores people’s emotional responses to sonic interactions. In
this section emotions are briefly described, and a few studies on the effect of sound on emotion
are reported.
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Precisely define emotion is almost impossible. Scholars suggested that this can be made only
categorizing level of analysis on which they are studied. There are four level of analysis
(Kahneman, 1999; Rosenberg, 1998): emotional traits, mood, emotions and sensorial
experiences. Traits refer to general styles of emotional responses transcending time and context
(Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989; Shiota, Keltner & John, 2006). Mood is a longer experience, less
intense of an emotion. For example being irritable on Monday is mood. Emotions are contextspecific, intense and refer to a specific cause (Ekman, 1992; Schwartz, 1990). For instance,
Enrico feels fear because a tiger escaped from the London Zoo is about to attack him. Sensorial
experiences represent the deepest level of analysis, they are the perceptual characteristics related
to a specific stimulus (Keltner & Lerner, 2010). The smell of rotten food elicits disgust; the smell
is the sensorial experience that provokes the emotion. Finally, affect is an additional term that
includes all the others and it is often used in research. This thesis refers to affect more than to
specific emotions, moods, traits or sensorial experiences. However, future studies should
concentrate on possible effect of sonification on each specific shade of the emotion science.
Defining emotion is an open debate, nevertheless there is consensus about some
characteristic of it. Agreement is ―that an emotion episode is a dynamic process consisting of
coordinated changes in several cognitive, neurophysiological, and motor components‖ (Serafin et
al. 2011). Additionally, scholars agree that three main dimensions related one to another can be
observable and studied in the emotional responses: valence, arousal and dominance (Bradley &
Lang, 1994). Each of these factors is observed and measured on an axis from negative to
positive. Valence refers to the pleasantness of the stimulus eliciting the emotion. Hence, negative
valence is equivalent to a displeasing feeling. Arousal concerns with novelty and unexpectedness
of the priming, it indicates the level of activation. Dominance ―results from the appraisal of the
subject’s coping potential‖ (Serafin et al. 2011), pragmatically it is the level of people’s feeling
in control of the felt emotion (Bradley & Lang, 1994).
Following Serafin and co-workers (2011), in SID valence and arousal can be triggered by the
sound, mainly due to its unexpectedness and pleasantness. However, the same authors admit that
the sound can easily influence any dimension of the emotions. Indeed it is impossible to avoid
citing results from Lemaitre, Houix, Franinovic, Visell, and Susini’s study (2009) that showed
potentiality of sonic interaction design in influencing affect and specifically dominance. The
authors built an interactive sound object called Flops glass. It was made by two pieces: a plastic
small vase and a plate. Inclining the vase on the plate produced the sound of something dropping
from the first object into the second. A range of thirty different sounds was used. Participants had
to observe someone performing the dropping action. The type of sound sonificating the
interaction significantly influenced users’ feelings for all the emotional dimensions. In terms of
dominance, it was clearly showed that participants felt more in control of the movement they
performed when hearing natural rather than artificial sounds (Lemaitre et al., 2009).
There are different ways to capture clues that indicate emotional responses. Mainly,
physiological indicators (e.g. heart rate or skin conductance) and self-report questionnaires are
used (Serafin et al. 2011). Implicit measurements, like the Implicit Association Test (IAT)
(Greenwald & Banaji, 1995), have also been applied to successfully predict emotional reactions
related to attitudes towards a certain range of population (Fazio & Hilden, 2001).
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In the present thesis, physiological and self-report measures were used to directly assess
emotional responses. They were also utilised to measure behavioural changes linked to emotion
(e.g. dominance correlated with behaviour change). They are reported in detail in section 3.1.2.5
self-repots are also attached in appendix A.

2.1.5 Application to HCI
As showed in the previous section, sonification of body movements can be used to modify
people’s behaviour, especially in terms of body movements. This leads to a number of
applications in the HCI field particularly regarding product targets. Honer (2011) distinguished
three main categories of application: health-promoting exercises (e.g. physiotherapy), fun-related
movements (e.g. videogames) and performance-related movements in sports (e.g. training
systems).
Studies on sonification applied to sports movements and rehabilitation are reported in the
previous section. Below, an example of application of sonification in entertainment games is
described. At the very end of the section a study on tactile sensory-substitution is briefly
reported, together with a consideration on a similar or complementary application of sonification.
Finally a summary is provided.
Rober (2011) pointed out the importance of audio feedback in video games. Following the
same author, 3D sound has been found to be very advantageous in terms of realism, especially in
first person shooting games to detect opponent acoustically. However, sound can enhance the
game experience even more. In these terms, he designed a framework for interactive auditory
environments, which also serves as a platform to prototype user interfaces and simple audiogames. In this framework sonification and interaction strictly depend on each other, since
sonification gives information about environment modification to users and interaction is the
input to users’ change in the (virtual) environment (Rober, 2011). The ―Matrix game‖ (figure 1)
(Rober, 2011) is an example of application of Rober’s framework in an audio-game, which is a
game played only using audio feedback. The ―Matrix game‖ is a game on which players have to
avoid virtual acoustic bullets. They only wear headphones and skip the approaching bullets
rotating their head according to sound origin and location. Another application by the same
author is the so-called ―Augment Audiogames‖ on which users are free to walk around within a
virtual scene acoustically described, but in the real world. It is a portable system that combine
real sound environment with the artificial game. It could be used, for example, as acoustic
navigation system for Universities’ campus (Rober, 2011).
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Figure 1. On the left a 3D representation of Rober’s ―Matrix Game‖, on the right a user interacting with the game
(retrieved from Rober, 2011).

Bird, Marshall and Rogers (2009), built a prototype of a product that through vibration
feedbacks permits users to individuate virtual/distant objects. Hence it functions as a sensorysubstitution application. In one of their examples, people were able to recognize the position of a
ball on a rolling ramp just using vibrations feedback. Prediction of similar results could be tested
using a system that implies only sonification, or, alternatively, building a system shaped to the
one they implemented but adding auditory information.
It would be challenging and interesting to try to merge together some of the applications
described here in a system for object remote controlling. Auditory display and tactile feedbacks
could lead user to enhanced performances. Example of applications: interacting and moving
object from a remote location, even in case for which extreme precision and care is required (e.g.
dismantle bomb or clinical surgery). In terms of clinical surgery, auditory displays started to be
tested (Wegner, 1998).

2.1.6 Research question and hypothesis
The auditory perception action-loop, theoretical base of SID, shows that it can be possible
that sonic interaction feedbacks affect and modify people’s body movements (section 2.1.1.2).
Sound has an informational role in terms of multisensorial integration regarding movements, and
it was demonstrated that it modifies people’s perception of objects properties transferring
information of the sound stimulus from the stimulus to the target (section 2.1.3). This effect
impact people’s proprioception: it was found effect on in terms (Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012).
Additionally, sonic interaction may provoke emotion (section 2.1.4).
Hence, previous researches showed the effect of sound on movements and emerging theories
proposed that its informational role can affect the way people perceived movements produced by
their own motor activity when the sound is provoked by their own actions. There is a lack in the
literature in terms of studies on this effect and the action-related sounds naturally produced by
people’s movements that arouse it.
14

Hence, the research question that is behind the exploratory study object of this thesis is:
Can be confirmed that sound accompanying body movement affects proprioception and that
this effect is due to sound informational characteristic?
This was done by looking at one aspect specifically: the informational role of sound in terms
of applied strength and type of movements when tapping on a surface.
Specific hypothesis are:
1.

Participants will adjust their tapping movements on the basis of sound quality in
terms of intensity. Two outcomes are possible:
1.1. When the sonic interaction feedback is loud they will tap stronger (longer
interval between taps and wider amplitude) than when the sound is weak.
Participants will try to match the sound intensity and their behaviour (section
2.1.2).
1.2. When the sonic interaction feedback is loud they will tap weaker (shorter
interval between tap and narrower amplitude) than when the sound is weak.
Sound influences participants’ behaviour activating an action response to
regulate the feedback (Alaerts, Swinnen & Wenderoth, 2009; Serafin et al.,
2011). In this case they try to adjust the sound intensity with their behavior.
These effects will be observed related to the virtual surface too and they will be
stronger, since participants will have less number of clues available (e.g. Lederman
et al., 2002; Lederman, 1979).

2.

Participants’ perception of their body characteristics (strength) will be affected by the
sonic interaction (Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012). As for hypothesis 1, the effect will
be present and stronger for the virtual surface where tactile cues are not informing of
strength.

3.

Participants’ emotional experience will be affected by the congruence between
sounds and actions (e.g. Castiello et al., 2010). Again, it will be expected to find a
stronger effect for the virtual surface.

4.

Sound will proprioceptively inform participants’ about the task (in terms of
perceived effort and difficulty) and about the properties of the unseen target (the
surface) (Castiello et al., 2010).
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2.2 PROTOTYPE
2.2.1 Prototype description
To test the hypotheses, it was built a prototype of an audio-based interactive system that
allows sonic interactions with any kind of surfaces. It was composed by an accelerometer, an
Arduino board, a pair of headphone, a soundcard, a blindfold and a piezoelectric transducer.
Components’ technical characteristics are described in detail in chapter 3, section 3.1.2.
Everything was controlled via computer running a MAX (Max/MSP, 2013) patch appositely
coded to make the prototype working. Max is software that permits to program and control
sounding objects (Max/MSP, 2013). The accelerometer was linked to the Arduino board that was
connected through USB port to the laptop. The piezoelectric was fixed on the real surface (a
table) using glue removable pads. The piezo was directly connected to the soundcard, which was
linked to the laptop. Figure 2 reports a scheme showing the connections between components.

Figure 2. Scheme showing the connections between components of the prototype

The prototype included a system to block the sound naturally produced by participants’ tap
on the real surface. It consisted of closed headphones with high noise attenuation that also
delivered a pink noise when the system was activated. Headphones additional aim was to permit
users to hear the sound of the sonic interaction. Users had to wear the blindfold, and
accelerometer was attached to their middle finger using hypoallergenic tape. In figure 3, a fully
equipped user ready to start the experiment.
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Figure 3. A participant fully equipped and ready to start the experiment.

2.3.2 Prototype functioning
Functioning of the prototype is based on signal captured by the piezo or by the
accelerometer, depending if users tapped on a real or on a virtual surface. However, in both cases
the captured signal was sent to MAX. A threshold value was set, if triggered MAX sent the
sound feedback to users through the headphones.
When users had to tap on a real surface, the contact microphone captured the vibration
produced by the surface. If the intensity of vibration was higher that a certain threshold it was
considered as a proper tap by the software and the sound feedback was sent to user. The tap
became a sonic tap. A picture of a user tapping on the surface is figure 4.

Figure 4. A participant shows an example of tapping on the real surface movement. Please note that the
hand position varied between participants.

For the virtual surface, people tapped on the air imagining a surface, and that the position of
the hand in the air was used to simulate this ―virtual‖ surface. In this case, the accelerometer
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constantly registered position of users’ finger on the x-axis. Information was sent to MAX. Tap
was considered when the 0 on the x-axis was crossed, at the same time the sound feedback was
sent. Hence, the movement on the air became a tapping on a virtual surface. A timer was added
to the threshold so that it was not considered as a tap when the 0 was crossed by people moving
their hand to reposition it at the initial position. In figure 5 is showed the movement.

Figure 5. A participant shows an example of tapping on the virtual surface movement. Please
note that the hand position varied between participants.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Participants
Thirty one participants, 8 males and 23 females, between 19 and 35 years (M= 23.36; SD
=3.25) were recruited from the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience database. 29 were right
handed and 2 were left handed. Criteria set for recruitment were: age between 18 to 35, normal
hearing, normal tactile perception and no neurological/psychiatric disorders. All of the
participants received £6 for attending the experiment.

3.1.2 Materials
3.1.2.1 Prototype
The prototype of the audio-based interactive system is described in Chapter 2, section 2.2.

3.1.2.2 Hardware
Since MAX/MSP is optimized for Apple’s computers, an Apple Macbook Pro laptop was
used to run the experiment and to control the prototype.
A piezoelectric transducer (Schaller Oyster 723 Piezo Transducer Pickup) (figure 6) was
used to create the sounding surface as explained in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1. A piezo is a contact
microphone which is capable to capture vibration of surface.

Figure 6. A shot of the piezoelectric in the experimental setting.
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A triple axis accelerometer was used to sonificate participant movement in the condition
during which they tapped on a virtual surface and to measure amplitude of their movement In
both conditions, virtual and real surface (figure 7).

Figure 7. A shot of the accelerometer attached on the experimenter’s middle finger.
Headphones used were a pair of closed Sennheiser HDA 200 with very high passive ambient
noise attenuation.
The experiment called for perfect sound quality thus Apple’s internal MAC soundcard was
substituted using the RME Fireface UC soundcard.
An Arduino Uno board was used to connect the accelerometer with the computer and
MAX/MSP (figure 8). According to the Arduino website, Arduino boards are microcontroller
boards used to control electronic hardware via computers. They are designed to build an
interactive object or environment. ―It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as
PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack,
an ICSP header, and a reset button‖ (Arduino, 2013). For a further explanation of how the
Arduino board was used, refer to Chapter 2, section 2.1.

Figure 8. A shot of the Arduino board. Wire on the left connected it to the accelerometer.
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The Affectiva Q Sensor was used to measure galvanic skin response. This wrist based
biosensor measures skin conductance, it is produced by Affectiva Inc (2011) (figure 9).
Sampling rate utilized for the measurement was 8 Hz for the first 8 participants and 32 Hz for the
rest. Participants wore the Affectiva Q Sensor during the whole experiment. To later identify the
beginning and the end of each trial, they had to press the button on the Affectiva Q Sensor every
time a trial started and ended to create markers in the data file.

Figure 9. A shot of the the Affectiva Q Sensor (retrevied from Reuters/Affectiva/Handouts,
2012).

3.1.2.3 Software
To program the prototype, MAX/MSP was utilized. The patch is available in appendix G.
An Arduino library was used to connect the accelerometer to MAX/MSP. Arduino has its
own programming language which is based on Wiring (Arduino , 2013). The specific library
used
was:
Arduino2Max
(Version
.6)
November
2012,
retrieved
by
http://playground.arduino.cc/interfacing/MaxMSP.
Sound used as feedback were normalized and edited with Audacity 2.0.3.

3.1.2.4 Sounds
The three sounds used in the experiment were recorded using a ZH4N Handy Portable
Digital Recorder produced by ZOOM in the anechoic chamber of the UCL Ear Institute, 332
Grays Inn Road, London, WC1X 8EE. An anechoic chamber is a room insulated from external
noises built in order to absorb every form of sound. Each sound lasted for 0.19 of a second.
Initially, two types of sound were recorded: of a person tapping on a wooden surface and on a
cardboard box applying different levels of strength. Based on experimenter and supervisor
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subjective opinion, this second sound was clearer than the first one. Hence, the second set of
sounds was chosen for the experiment, it was selected one ―weak‖, one ―medium‖ and one
―strong‖ tap. They were subsequentely normalized so that there was a difference in the intensity
of 8 dB. The sampling rate was 44.1 kHz.
To ensure that participants could not hear the sound of their actual tap, additionally to the
closed headphones, a pink noise was used as background sound for the whole duration of each
tapping session.

3.1.2.5 Measures
A questionnaire, a galvanic skin response sensor and an accelerometer were used to gather
quantitative data. The materials are described above, questionnaire is also attached in appendix
A.
Questionnaire
The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) (Bradley & Lang, 1994), the Subjective Mental Effort
Questionnaire (SMEQ) (Sauro & Dumas, 2009), and a perceived self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977)
scale of strength (Bandura, 2006) were administered. Additionally, a series of questions to
measure the task experience were asked.
The SAM is ―a non-verbal pictorial assessment technique that directly measures pleasure,
arousal and dominance associated with a person’s affective reaction to stimuli‖ (Bradley & Lang,
1994). Various are the advantages of this measure. Firstly, it is cross cultural understandable,
secondly it is short to fill, and finally it has the same reliability of more complex scale (Bradley
& Lang, 1994). In the experiment it is used to measure valence, arousal and dominance related to
the task. SAM measures of valence and arousal have been found to covariate with Galvanic Skin
Response (GSR), specifically a negative correlation of valence (Bradley & Land, 1994) and a
positive correlation of arousal (Lang, Greenwald, Bradley & Hamm, 1993).
The SMEQ measures the perceived mental effort and consists of a continuos scale of nine
labels from ―not at all hard‖ to ―tremendously hard to do‖. A paper version of the SMEQ,
labelled with scales running from 0 to 150mms, was given to participants. The scale was chosen
because it is proved that it is easy to learn. In addition, comparison studies found that it was
preferable to other scales when measuring user experience (Sauro & Dumas, 2009).
Perceived self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) is concerned ―with people’s beliefs in their
capabilities to produce given attainments‖ (Bandura, 2006). In other words is the perception of
one person’s ability to perform a certain task or to have certain abilities. It has been found to be
directly related to achieve high level performances. It is measured through a scale developed by
Bandura. A scale related to perceived strength that Bandura (2006) suggests to use to make
participant familiar with the test was used as indicator of perceived strength in the present study.
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Questions to measure task experience regarded the aggressiveness, general feeling of
strength, perceived difficulty of the task and perceived hardness of the tapped surface of the
participant. They were measured through a 7-point Likert scale, where higher valued responses
represented a stronger level of agreement to the question. Note that the question about perceived
difficulty asked for ―ability to complete the task‖, hence higher rate corresponded to low
perceived difficulty.
The whole questionnaire is in appendix A.
Galvanic skin response (GSR)
Galvanic skin response (GSR) is a measure implemented to assess changes in skin electric
conductance that indicates the occurrence of a psychological event (Montagu & Coles, 1966).
This indicator has been used to capture affective arousal (Lang, 1995), frustration (Lunn &
Harper, 2010) and engagement (Mower et al., 2007). However, Lunn and Harper (2010) stressed
that there have been a series of critiques regarding the usage of this measure in HCI, since it has
been stated that GSR data is not able to give an accurate description of the psychological event
occurred. The same authors indicated as solution to accompany this indicator with additional
measures (Lunn & Harper, 2010). In the present study the galvanic skin response was not used as
single measure, but as a general indicator of participants’ arousal, bearing in mind that it could
correlate negatively or positively with other measurements, and that low skin conductance
measurements corresponded to a low level of excitement. Other indicators were used (see
previous section).
A plot of GSR measurement from the experiment is figure 10.
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Figure 10. A screenshot of one participant’s GSR values as visualized in the Affectiva Q
software.

Accelerometer
The accelerometer was used to measure the amplitude of participants’ finger movement
on the x-axis and inter-tapping interval. For a plot of this measure output see figure 11, the plot is
from the experiment.

Figure 11. A screenshot of one participant’s accelerometer plotted with MATLAB.
Piezo
In condition real surface, the piezo was utilized to measure amplitude and inter-tapping
interval. Figure 12 shows a visualization of piezo’s data output.

Figure 12. A screenshot of one participant’s piezo recording plotted with MATLAB.
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3.1.2.6 Consent form and data protection sheet
Prior to the experiment, participants read and signed a consent form and data protection
sheet which is attached in the appendix B.

3.1.3 Design
The experimental design was a 2x3 within subjects. Independent variables were the type of
tapped surface and the intensity of the sound heard as feedback during the tap task. The former
had two levels: real and virtual surface. The latter had three levels: loud, medium and weak. The
dependent variables were: amplitude of tapping movement, frequency of tapping, GSR, selfassessment manikin (SAM), task experience questions, subjective mental effort questionnaire
(SMEQ) and strength self-efficacy.

3.1.4 Procedure
Participants took part in the experiment individually. Firstly, they read and signed the
personal data protection sheet. Subsequently they were fitted with the Affectiva sensor that was
tested to verify it was functioning correctly. Experimenter instructed them on the task they were
about to complete. As third step, the researcher attached the accelerometer to the middle finger
of participants’ dominant hand using hypoallergenic tape. Once they were blindfolded and fitted
with headphones, the experiment commenced. Just before the start of the tapping session,
participants were instructed to press the button on Affectiva Q sensor. Hence, participants began
to tap on the surface (real or virtual) hearing only the pink noise for 10 seconds. At second 10.1,
they began to hear sound feedback every time they completed a tap. After 60 seconds of tapping
hearing the sound as feedback, the sound stopped. Participants were previously instructed to
continue tapping until the pink noise ended. This sound lasted for an additional 10 seconds. At
the end of the session, participants pressed the button on the Affectiva sensor and removed
headphones and blindfold. Each tapping session was 80 seconds long. After each session,
participants were required to fill the questionnaire. Subsequently, a new session started. The
whole experiment consisted in six sessions as the one above described. To each session
corresponded an experimental condition. The six conditions were randomized and implemented
for every participant. At the end of the experiment, participants were debriefed and paid.
In total, the experiment lasted between 30 and 40 minutes. It took place at UCLIC lab 09 on
the sixth floor of the Malet Place Engineering Building, University College London, Gower
Street, London WC1E 6BT.
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3.2 Extracting data
3.2.1 Behavioural data extraction
A series MATLAB script was used to extract analysable data from accelerometer, piezo and
GSR output files of each subject. The scripts are in the appendix C, D and E. Please note that
they were provided by the supervisor. In the next section, outputs produced by the equipment
and the procedure followed to extract data are described.

3.2.1.1 Accelerometer
Data recorded by the accelerometer were a long string of number varying from negative to
positive which indicate the variation in participants’ hand movement amplitude on the x-axis
(vertically). From these data, peaks were identified for each subject in each condition, using a
MATLAB script that recognized as peak values between a specific threshold that occurred in a
specific time frame, these to variable were adjusted in each extraction since tapping movement
slightly varied for each participant in each sessions. One peak corresponded to one tap. The
amplitude of the tap was stored.

3.2.1.3 Time and number of taps
Duration of the tapping session was recorded by a script within MAX/MSP that also counted
every time participants’ hand crossed the virtual surface (the zero point in the x-axis), hence it
counted each tap. For example: tap 1 at second 1.15, tap 2 at second 2.01.

3.2.1.4 Sound output
The sound feedback that people heard during the experiment was stored to insure that it
was presented.

3.2.1.5 Piezo values
For conditions in which people touched a real surface, data of tapping vibrations recorded by
the piezo were stored. They corresponded to amplitude of the tap (loudness).These data were
used to double check that data extraction was made correctly. However, they were not analysed,
since the accelerometer was the constant measurement of amplitude between all the experimental
conditions.

3.2.1.6 GSR
GSR was measured during the whole experiment. Data of all sessions were extracted
using a MATLAB script that recognize markers (see section 3.1.2.2 for further explanation on
markers) and amplitude values of the GSR signal between determined markers.
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3.2.1.7 Virtual surface data extraction
Using a MATLAB script, accelerometer, time and number of taps, and sound output were
grouped to verify that the extracted peaks corresponded to actual taps and sound outputs, and to
match amplitude peaks to taps. Hence, to each tap corresponded a value which was the amplitude
measured with the accelerometer. This was made for participants from number 9 to number 31.
For the first 8 participants the file with time and number of taps was not available. Therefore for
them, the time was calculated using the accelerometer file.
Inter-stimulus interval was calculated for each tap subtracting from the time of the tap, the
time of the preceding tap. Eighteen values were extracted for each subject: the average of interstimulus intervals and the average of amplitude in phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3 in each of the
sound conditions. When there was no match between peaks and sound output during phase 2 for
more than 2 seconds, this was considered as a ―hole‖. This was due to some participants’
inappropriate way of tapping, which sometimes did not trigger the sound. When ―holes‖
occurred, the averages of amplitudes and inter-stimulus intervals of the phase were calculated
using values before and after the ―hole‖. Values after the ―hole‖ were used only if they lasted for
more than 3 seconds without coming across another ―hole‖. If the sum of ―holes‖ was more than
20 seconds in one trial, the values for that condition were not used in the final analysis.

3.2.1.8 Real surface data extraction
For the condition in which participants tapped on a real surface, the same procedure used for
virtual surface was adopted, and the same eighteen final values were extracted. However,
duration and number of taps were calculated using the file produced by piezo recording, since the
MAX/MSP patch was different for this condition. However, the timing information was the
same.
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3.3 Data analysis

Table 1. Conditions labelling.

Surface type
Virtual surface
(AIR)

Real surface
(SURF)

Sound intensity

Condition name

Loud (big (B))

AIR_B

Medium (medium (M))

AIR_M

Weak (small (S))

AIR_S

Loud

SURF_B

Medium

SURF_M

Weak

SURF_S

Afterward data extraction, a series of statistical analysis was performed using the software
IBM SPSS Statistics 19.0. Based on normality of distribution, two different approaches were
used. They are described below.
To analyse data normally distributed (inter-stimulus interval and amplitude) a series of
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) were conducted.
Subsequently, paired sample t-tests were run to further analyze eventual trends and significant
results within specific conditions. For instance, to explore the effect of the introduction of the
sound on ISI of virtual surface, the three phases within this condition were compared against one
another in their respective sound intensity grouping (e.g. all values measured when the sound
was big).
As first step to analyse non-parametric data, a one way Friedman test was conducted for each
variable of the questionnaire and of galvanic skin response measurements. Dependent variable
was the value selected for the analysis (for example perceived effort measured through the
questionnaire) and independent variables were the six conditions, three levels of sound intensity
(big, medium and small) by two levels of surface (real and virtual). Secondly, eventual
significant results and trends were analysed conducting Friedman tests and Wilcoxon tests.
Specifically, to analyse probable effect of the sound within each surface conditions, two separate
one way Friedman tests were run. One with independent variables the three sound intensities
when the surface was real, the other one with the same independent variable but when the
surface was virtual. If trends or effects were identified, Wilcoxon tests comparing values within
each condition were performed in order to specify effect size and direction. Thirdly, to determine
effect of surface type on the selected dependent variable, a Wilcoxon test was conducted
comparing values measured in the same sound intensity condition but with different surface; for
instance compare perceived effort measured when participants were tapping on the real surface
while hearing the sound big, with perceived effort measured while tapping on a virtual surface
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hearing the sound big. r was reported to indicate the effect size in Wilcoxon test. It was
calculated as follows: r
In the next sections of this chapter, analysis and results are reported specifically. It is referred
to experimental conditions and variables with their actual description or using labels (see tables
1, 11 and 15). For instance: ―valence in condition when the surface was virtual and the sound
was big‖ or ―valence in AIR_B‖.
In the section about effects on inter-stimulus interval and amplitude, the effect on ―phase‖
refers to the effect of sound introduction, since in phase 1 the sound was absent, in phase 2 was
present and in phase 3 was absent again.

3.3.1 Questionnaire
3.3.1.1 Self-efficacy
The reliability of the self-efficacy scale of strength was calculated using Cronbach’s α for
each condition. The scale was highly reliable in each condition (table 2). Subsequently, means
and standard deviation were calculated for each variable. The Shapiro-Wilk test was conducted
to test if the distribution of the scale was normal. All the values were significantly normal (table
2). A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of the surface and the
effect of the intensity of the sound on the self-efficacy. There was no significant effect of the
surface on the self-efficacy, F(1, 30) = .110, p > .05. Additionally, there was no significant
effect of the intensity on the self-efficacy, F(2, 29) = .487, p > .05, and no significant combined
effect of intensity and surface, F(2, 29) = .396, p > .05.
Table 2. Mean, Standard Deviation, Cronbach’s α and Shapiro-Wilk test for self-efficacy values in each
condition.

M

SD

α

Shapiro-Wilk Test

AIR_B

51.270

21.295

.871

p = .406

AIR_M

52.096

19.753

.810

p = .518

AIR_S

52.737

20.488

.856

p = .149

SURF_B

52.165

19.357

.859

p = .071

SURF_M

52.366

19.128

.805

p = .510

SURF_S

52.350

20.483

.874

p = .188
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3.3.1.3 Self - Assessment Manikin (SAM), task experience questions and Subjective
Mental Effort Questionnaire (SMEQ)
3.3.1.3.1 Normality test
For all the measures, in each condition, the Shapiro-Wilk test was conducted in order to
assess if distribution was normal.
For SAM, variables valence and dominance were not significant in a few conditions (ps >
.05), however the rest of the items were significantly non-normal (tables 3, 4 and 5). Hence, the
SAM distribution was considered non-normal.
The values of the questions related to the experience of completing the task were all
significantly non-normal (ps < .05) apart from aggressiveness in condition AIR_M and SURF_M
(ps > .05). The distribution of the values of the task experience questions was considered nonnormal (tables 6, 7, 8 and 9).
The SMEQ was significantly non-normal for all the conditions (table 10).

3.3.1.3.2 SAM valence
A Friedman test was conducted to evaluate differences among six conditions: type of surface
and sound intensity for SAM value of valence. A trend was found, χ2(5) = 10.387, p = .065.
Hence, two additional Friedman tests were conducted to individuate if the trend was due to the
sound intensity. There was no effect of sound intensity in condition AIR, χ2(2) = 2.239, p > .05,
although a trend was showed for condition SURF, χ2(2) = 4.554, p = .103. A Wilcoxon test
conducted comparing values in condition SURF revealed that valence when the sound was small
(M = 5.97) was significantly lower than when the sound was big (M = 6.52), Z = -2.434, p < .05,
r = - .156; a trend showed a similar effect when valence in SURF_S (M = 5.97) was compared
with SURF_M (M = 6.42), Z = -1.417, p = - .156, r = -.255. There was no significant effect
analysing SURF_M with SURF_B (p > .05).
A further Wilcoxon test was conducted to assess if the first found trend was due also to the
kind of surface. There were no significant effect between SURF_B and AIR_B, SURF_M and
AIR_M), and SURF_S and AIR_S (ps > .05).
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Table 3. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for SAM valence values in each
condition.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

6.26

1.094

p = .040

6.00

AIR_M

6.06

1.459

p = .075

6.00

AIR_S

5.94

1.672

p = .114

6.00

SURF_B

6.52

1.235

p = .011

6.00

SURF_M

6.42

1.259

p = .039

7.00

SURF_S

5.97

1.354

p = .187

6.00

3.3.1.3.3 SAM dominance
A Friedman test was conducted to determine eventual effects among type of surface and
sound intensity on SAM value of dominance. A significant effect was found, χ2(5) = 11.663, p <
.05. Hence, other two Friedman test were conducted to individuate if the effect was due to the
sound intensity. There was no effect of sound intensity in condition AIR, χ2(2) =0.100, p > .05,
and SURF, χ2(2) = 0.737, p > .05. A Wilcoxon test was conducted to assess if the trend was due
to the kind of surface. The test showed that the value of dominance was significantly higher in
SURF_B (M = 7.10, SD = 1.557) than in AIR_B (M = 6.48, SD = 1.651), z=-2.289, p < .05, r = 0.411, furthermore it was significantly higher in SURF_S (M = 6.84, SD = 1.594) than in AIR_S
(M = 6.16, SD = 2.018) z=-2.022, p < .05, r = -0.363. There was no significant effect between
SURF_M and AIR_M (p > .05).

Table 4. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for SAM dominance values in each
condition.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

6.48

1.651

p = .070

7.00

AIR_M

6.52

1.630

p = .073

7.00

AIR_S

6.16

2.018

p = .106

6.00

SURF_B

7.10

1.557

p = .002

7.00

SURF_M

6.97

1.722

p = .002

7.00

SURF_S

6.84

1.594

p = .033

7.00
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3.3.1.3.4 SAM arousal
A Friedman test was conducted to evaluate differences among type of surface and sound
intensity for SAM value of arousal. A trend was found, χ2(5) = 7.937, p = .160.
To explore if this trend was due to the sound intensity, two Friedman test were run
separately: one for the values when the surface was real and one when the surface was virtual.
Both tests were not significant (ps > .05). To explore if the trend was due to the surface type a
Wilcoxon test was run pairing values measured in condition with the same sound intensity but
different surface. A strong trend was found between SURF_B (M = 3.19, SD = 1.869) and AIR_
B (M = 3.77, SD = 1.875), z =-1.918, p = .055, r = -0.344 and between SURF_S (M = 3.32, SD =
1.851) and AIR_S (M = 3.94, SD = 2.048), z =-1.913, p = .056, r = -0.344, showing that
participants were more aroused tapping a virtual surface than a real surface when the sound was
big and small. No significant effect emerged when the sound was medium (p > .05). Hence, the
trend found by the first Friedman test was probably due to surface type.
Table 5. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for SAM arousal values in each
condition.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

3.77

1.875

p = .037

4.00

AIR_M

3.94

2.144

p = .017

5.00

AIR_S

3.94

2.048

p = .002

5.00

SURF_B

3.19

1.869

p = .013

3.00

SURF_M

3.45

2.047

p = .007

3.00

SURF_S

3.32

1.851

p = .013

3.00

3.3.1.3.5 Task experience questions: aggressiveness
A Friedman test was conducted to evaluate differences among type of surface and sound
intensity for aggressiveness: no significant effects were found χ2(5)= 5.638, p = .343.
To further explore effects on this variable a series of Wilcoxon test were conducted. No
significant effects were found comparing values measured within the condition ―virtual surface‖
(ps > .05), equal results were found for values within the conditions ―real surface‖ (ps > .05), it
was concluded that there was no effect of sound intensity on this variable. A trend was found
comparing values measured on the same sound conditions but with a different surface type:
SURF_S (M = 3.26, SD = 1.390) and AIR_S (M = 3.65, SD = 1.253), z =-1.706, p = .088, r = 0.306. No significant effects were found in the other pairs (ps > .05).
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Table 6. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for aggressiveness values in each
condition.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

3.55

1.179

p = .000

4.00

AIR_M

3.55

1.338

p = .071

4.00

AIR_S

3.65

1.253

p = .005

4.00

SURF_B

3.35

1.112

p = .033

3.00

SURF_M

3.42

1.119

p = .070

3.00

SURF_S

3.26

1.390

p = .039

3.00

3.3.1.3.6 Task experience questions: strength
A Friedman test was conducted to evaluate differences among type of surface and sound
intensity for strength: no significant effects were found χ2(5)= 6.186, p > .05.
However, Wilcoxon test were conducted to explore further effects. Scrutinizing values
measured within the condition ―virtual surface‖ led to non-significant results (ps > .05), equal
findings were showed within the conditions ―real surface‖ (ps > .05). It was concluded that
sound intensity did not affect this variable. Comparing values measured on the same sound
conditions but with a different surface type, a trend was found: SURF_S (M = 4.65, SD = 1.305)
and AIR_S (M = 4.26, SD = 1.290), z =-1.730, p = .084, r = -0.311. No significant effects
emerged in regards to other pairs (ps > .05).
Table 7. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for strength in each condition.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

4.45

1.234

p = .006

4.00

AIR_M

4.42

1.119

p = .001

4.00

AIR_S

4.26

1.290

p = .009

4.00

SURF_B

4.71

.902

p = .001

5.00

SURF_M

4.68

1.137

p = .003

5.00

SURF_S

4.65

1.305

p = .009

5.00
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3.3.1.3.7 Task experience questions: perceived difficulty
Note that smaller values for the measure mean that participants thought that they were less
able to complete the task. It was found a significant effect of the kind of surface and sound
intensity on the perceived difficulty of the task, χ2(5) = 22.500, p = .000. Further Friedman tests
on values in separate condition reveals that there was no effect of the sound intensity on values
in condition AIR, χ2(2)= .259, p > .05, and on values in condition SURF χ2(2)= 3.111, p > .05.
Two Wilcoxon were conducted to explore eventual effect of the sound within the condition
SURF and AIR. A trend showed that there might be an effect of the sound within the condition
virtual surface: AIR_S (M = 5.58, SD = 1.628) and AIR_B (M = 5.84, SD = 1.369), z = -1.339, p
= .180, r = -0.240, no other trends and significant effects were not found within this condition (ps
> .05). In the condition ―real surface‖, the task was significantly perceived more difficult when
the sound was small (M = 6.06, SD = 1.340) rather than medium (M = 6.42, SD = .807), z =1.998, p < .05, r =-0.359, all the other pairs were not significantly different (ps > .05). A further
Wilcoxon test revealed that the task was significantly perceived as more difficult in all the
conditions involving tapping on a virtual surface rather than on a real one: SURF_B (M = 6.29,
SD = 1.006) and AIR_B (M = 5.84, SD = 1.369) z = -2.236, p < .05, r = -0.402, SURF_M (M =
6.42, SD = .807) and AIR_M (M = 5.71, SD = 1.419) z = -3.086, p < .01, r = -0.554, and
SURF_S (M = 6.06, SD = 1.340) and AIR_S (M = 5.58, SD = 1.628) z = -2.391, p < .05, r = 0.429.
Table 8. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for perceived difficulty in each
condition. Please note that smaller values for the measure mean that participants thought that they were less
able to complete the task.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

5.84

1.369

p = .000

6.00

AIR_M

5.71

1.419

p = .001

6.00

AIR_S

5.58

1.628

p = .000

6.00

SURF_B

6.29

1.006

p = .000

7.00

SURF_M

6.42

.807

p = .000

7.00

SURF_S

6.06

1.340

p = .000

7.00

3.3.1.3.8 Task experience questions: perceived hardness
The Friedman test showed an effect of sound intensity and kind of surface on the perceived
hardness of the surface, χ2(5)= 71.322, p = .000. Additional Friedman within the condition
SURF showed that there was not effect of the sound intensity, χ2(2) = 1.077, p > .05. A
significant effect of intensity of the sound emerged in the condition AIR χ2(2) = 5.922, p = .052.
A further Wilcoxon test to analyse the effects of sound within AIR showed that the tapped
surface was significantly perceived harder when the sound was big (M = 4.00, SD = 2.000) rather
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than small (M = 3.13, SD = 1.962) z = -2.197, p < .05, r = -0.395. Additionally, a trend showed
that the surface was perceived harder in the condition AIR_M (M = 3.97, SD = 2.008) than
AIR_S (M = 3.13, SD = 1.962) z = -1.821, p = .069, r =-0.327. No significant effects were found
between AIR_M and AIR_B (p > .05). A Wilcoxon test was conducted to verify a possible effect
of the surface on perceived hardness. In the condition in which the surface was real rather than
virtual, the perceived hardness was higher for all the values: SURF_B (M = 5.90, SD = 1.504)
and AIR_B (M = 4.00, SD = 2.000) z=-3.841, p < .01, r =-0.690, SURF_M (M = 6.13, SD =
1.231) and AIR_M (M = 3.97, SD = 2.008) z = -3.744, p < .01, r = -0.672, and SURF_S (M =
5.90, SD = 1.375) and AIR_S (M = 3.13, SD = 1.962) z=-4.277, p < .01, r = -0.768.
Table 9. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for perceived hardness in each
condition.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

4.00

2.000

p = .023

4.00

AIR_M

3.97

2.008

p = .006

4.00

AIR_S

3.13

1.962

p = .005

3.00

SURF_B

5.94

1.504

p = .000

6.00

SURF_M

6.13

1.231

p = .000

6.00

SURF_S

5.90

1.375

p = .000

6.00

3.3.1.3.9 SMEQ
Another Friedman test was conducted to analyse the effect of the conditions on the perceived
effort of the task, a significant effect was found, χ2(5)= 21.881, p = .001. Hence, two further
Friedman test were run separately for each surface condition. No effect of the sound intensity
was found for the condition AIR χ2(2)= .933, p > .05, neither for the condition SURF χ2(2)=
1.046, p > .05. A Wilcoxon test was conducted to verify the effect of the surface. The perceived
effort was significantly lower for all the values in the condition real surface rather than in the
condition virtual surface: SURF_B (M = 13.77, SD = 11.114) and AIR_B (M = 20.52, SD =
18.127) z = -2.989, p < .01, r = -0.537, SURF_M (M = 13.74, SD = 9.256) and AIR_M (M =
20.39, SD = 17.441) z = -2.350, p < .05, r = -0.422, and SURF_S (M = 14.30, SD = 13.139) and
AIR_S (M = 19.00, SD = 16.723) z = -2.854, p < .01, r = -0.513.
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Table 10. Means, standard deviations, Shapiro-Wilk test and medians for perceived effort in each
condition.

Condition

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Median

AIR_B

20.52

18.127

p = .002

17.00

AIR_M

20.39

17.441

p = .000

14.00

AIR_S

19.00

16.723

p = .002

16.00

SURF_B

13.77

11.114

p = .004

10.00

SURF_M

13.74

9.256

p = .037

11.00

SURF_S

14.30

13.139

p = .000

10.00

3.3.2 Behavioural measures
3.3.2.1 Inter-stimulus intervals and amplitudes
3.3.2.3.1 Normality
Firstly, the Shapiro-Wilk test was conducted in order to assess the normality distribution, for
each phase, of the variables the inter-tapping interval (inter-stimulus interval from now on)
(ISI_A..) and amplitude of the accelerometer (AMP_A..) in the condition AIR and inter-stimulus
interval (ISI_S..) and the amplitude of the accelerometer (AMP _S..), in the condition SURF. It
was concluded that the distributions were non-normal (ps <.05). After a logarithmic conversion
effectuated on the data, the majority of the variables were distributed normally (tables 12 and
13). Since square root transformation and reciprocal transformation did not lead to better results
(ps <.05), logarithmic values were used to analyses data.
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Table 11. Explanation of variable labelling for the first analysis of inter-stimulus intervals and
amplitudes.

CONDITION
Surface Measure

Sound intensity
Loud (big (B))

Inter-stimulus interval
(ISI)

Medium (medium (M))

Weak (small (S))
Virtual
(A)
Loud

amplitude (AMP)

Medium

Weak

Loud

Inter-stimulus interval

Medium

Weak
Real
(S)
Loud

Amplitude

Medium

Weak
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Phase
1 (phase1)
2 (phase2)
3 (phase3)
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Variable name
ISI_AB_phase1
ISI_AB_phase2
ISI_AB_phase3
ISI_AM_phase1
ISI_AM_phase2
ISI_AM_phase3
ISI_AS_phase1
ISI_AS_phase2
ISI_AS_phase3
AMP_AB_phase1
AMP_AB_phase2
AMP_AB_phase3
AMP_AM_phase1
AMP_AM_phase2
AMP_AM_phase3
AMP_AS_phase1
AMP_AS_phase2
AMP_AS_phase3
ISI_SB_phase1
ISI_SB_phase2
ISI_SB_phase3
ISI_SM_phase1
ISI_SM_phase2
ISI_SM_phase3
ISI_SS_phase1
ISI_SS_phase2
ISI_SS_phase3
AMP_SB_phase1
AMP_SB_phase2
AMP_SB_phase3
AMP_SM_phase1
AMP_SM_phase2
AMP_SM_phase3
AMP_SS_phase1
AMP_SS_phase2
AMP_SS_phase3

Table 12. Means, standard deviations and Shapiro-Wilk test for logarithmic inter-stimulus interval and
amplitude in the condition AIR.

LOG_ISI_AB_phase1

N
27

M
0.046

SD
0.129

Shapiro-Wilk Test
p = .645

LOG_ISI_AB_phase2

27

0.013

0.123

p = .737

LOG_ISI_AB_phase3

26

0.022

0.171

p = .000

LOG_AMP_AB_phase1

27

1.166

0.171

p = .692

LOG_AMP_AB_phase2

27

1.113

0.161

p = .836

LOG_AMP_AB_phase3

26

1.174

0.169

p = .366

LOG_ISI_AM_phase1

27

0.039

0.172

p = .000

LOG_ISI_AM_phase2

27

-0.017

0.091

p = .953

LOG_ISI_AM_phase3

27

-0.004

0.127

p = .894

LOG_AMP_AM_phase1

27

1.173

0.174

p = .940

LOG_AMP_AM_phase2

27

1.144

0.204

p = .001

LOG_AMP_AM_phase3

27

1.125

0.234

p = .435

LOG_ISI_AS_phase1

27

0.052

0.117

p = .804

LOG_ISI_AS_phase2

27

0.007

0.126

p = .514

LOG_ISI_AS_phase3

27

0.008

0.163

p = .027

LOG_AMP_AS_phase1

27

1.198

0.254

p = .790

LOG_AMP_AS_phase2

27

1.174

0.235

p = .247

LOG_AMP_AS_phase3

27

1.176

0.232

p = .886
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Table 13. Means, standard deviations and Shapiro-Wilk test for logarithmic inter-stimulus interval and
amplitude of accelerometer measurement in the condition SURF.

N

M

SD

Shapiro-Wilk Test

LOG_ISI_SB_phase1

29

0.071

0.168

p = .993

LOG_ISI_SB_phase2

29

-0.006

0.110

p = .020

LOG_ISI_SB_phase3

29

0.024

0.140

p = .491

LOG_AMP _SB_phase1

29

1.935

0.236

p = .056

LOG_AMP _SB_phase2

29

1.928

0.215

p = .211

LOG_AMP _SB_phase3

29

1.922

0.191

p = .208

LOG_ISI_SM_phase1

28

0.053

0.133

p = .174

LOG_ISI_SM_phase2

28

0.006

0.123

p = .723

LOG_ISI_SM_phase3

28

0.007

0.129

p = .743

LOG_AMP _SM_phase1

28

1.937

0.235

p = .655

LOG_AMP _SM_phase2

28

1.915

0.226

p = .310

LOG_AMP _SM_phase3

28

1.894

0.251

p = .293

LOG_ISI_SS_phase1

30

0.039

0.143

p = .267

LOG_ISI_SS_phase2

30

0.004

0.154

p = .028

LOG_ISI_SS_phase3

30

0.011

0.151

p = .029

LOG_AMP _SS_phase1

29

1.922

0.260

p = .214

LOG_AMP _SS_phase2

30

1.927

0.242

p = .709

LOG_AMP _SS_phase3

30

1.882

0.298

p = .928

3.3.2.3.2 Effect of surface, phase and intensity on ISI
To analyse the effect of the surface, phase and of the intensity of the sound on the ISI a
repeated measures ANOVA 2x3x3 was conducted, IV were surface (virtual, real), phase (phase
1, 2 and 3) and sound intensity (big, medium and small). A significant effect of phase was found,
F(2, 21) = 8.398, p = .002. A trend was found showing a probable effect of the interaction
between kind of surface and sound intensity, F(2, 21) = 1.940, p = .169. There was no significant
effect of the type of surface, F(1,22) = 1.031, p > .05, no significant effect of the sound intensity
F(2,21) = 0.113, p > .05, no significant interaction effect of kind of surface and phase, F(2, 21) =
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.174, p > .05, no significant interaction of sound intensity and phase, F(4, 19) = 1.055, p > .05,
and no significant interaction of sound intensity, phase and surface type, F(4, 19) = .624, p > .05.

3.3.2.3.3 Effect of phase on ISI
Pairwise comparisons showed that values in phase 1 (M = .047, SD = .020) were
significantly higher than in phase 2 (M = -.004, SD = .003), p = .002, and 3 (M = .003, SD =
.019), p < .05. Hence participants tapped faster after the introduction of the feedback and this
effect remained even when the feedback stopped (figure 13, 14, 15 and 16). No significant
effects were found between phase 2 and 3 (ps > .05).

3.3.2.3.4 Effect of the interaction between type of surface and sound intensity on ISI
In order to explore the trend that showed a probable combined effect of kind of surface and
sound intensity on ISI, means across the tree phases were calculated (table 14). Subsequently, to
evaluate the effect of sound, ANOVA was run separately for each surface condition (virtual and
real) using these values. No significant effect was found when the surface was virtual F(2, 52)
=.937, p > .05, neither when the surface was real F(2, 52) = .528, p > .05. Afterward, to analyse
the effect of surface a t-test was conducted pairing values of ISI measured in condition with the
same sound intensity but different surface. No trends or significant effects were found (ps > .05).
Table 14. Means and standard deviations for the means of ISI.

Condition

N

M

SD

M_LOG_ISI_AB

27

.028

.122

M_LOG_ISI_AM 27

.006

.108

M_LOG_ISI_AS

27

.022

.126

M_LOG_ISI_SB

27

.028

.130

M_LOG_ISI_SM

27

.031

.118

M_LOG_ISI_SS

27

.016

.138

3.3.2.3.5 Effect of surface, phase and intensity on the amplitude
A repeated measures ANOVA 2x3x3 was conducted to compare the effect of the surface,
phase and intensity of the sound on the AMP in each condition. IV were surface (virtual, real),
phase (phase 1, 2 and 3) and sound intensity (big, medium and small), dependent variable was
AMP. The kind of surface was found having a significant effect on the AMP, F(1, 22) =
407.842, p < .01. All the other independent variables and subsequent interaction effects were
non-significant (ps >.05).
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3.3.2.3.6 Effect of surface on the amplitude
Pairwise comparisons showed that values in AIR (M = 1.148, SD = .033) were
significantly lower than in SURF (M = 1.956, SD = .029), p < .05, this means that participants’
tapping movements were wider when they tapped on a real surface rather than on a virtual
surface

Figure 13. Bar plot of means of inter-stimulus interval for all phases and sound intensity in
the virtual surface
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Figure 14. Bar plot of means of amplitude for all phases and sound intensity in the virtual
surface

Figure 15. Bar plot of means of inter-stimulus interval for all phases and sound intensity in
the real surface
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Figure 16. Bar plot of means of amplitude for all phases and sound intensity in the real
surface

3.3.3 Galvanic skin response (GSR)
Analyses for GSR were conducted on 30 participants instead of 31, since data for participant
27 were not available. This was done for phase 2 where different sound feedback was provided.
Firstly, for each participant it was calculated the baseline which was the mean of GSR
measurements from second 7 and 8. This specific interval was chosen because that time was
certainly the end of phase 1 where no sound feedback was present. Second 9-10 would have been
ideally, however this time window could have fallen already in phase 2 since there was
uncertainty about whether participants pressed the button at time 0 or a few seconds later (see
section 3.1.2.2 and 3.1.4). Subsequently, the difference between baseline and the mean of GSR
measurements from second 10 to second 65 (phase 2) was computed. Ideally, seconds 10-70
would have been chosen as phase 2, this was not possible due to the reason previously explained
for baseline. Galvanic skin response values were analysed in two ways. The first analysis was
performed on these. If the first analysis did not show significant results, further analysis was
conducted using as values the means of each 5 seconds of the GSR measurement between second
10 and 65, instead of the mean of all the values from second 10 to 65. These chunks were the
result of baseline subtracted by phase 2 as well. Averaging every 5 seconds allowed to plot the
means of GSR for all participants across phase 2 (figure 17).
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Table 15. Explanation of variable labelling for the GSR analysis.

CONDITION
Surface

Virtual (A)

Real (S)

Phase

Variable name

Loud (big (B))

2 – 1 (P2_1)

AB_P2_1_AVERAG

Medium (medium (M))

2–1

AM_P2_1_AVERAG

Weak (small (S))

2–1

AS_P2_1_AVERAG

Loud

2–1

SB_P2_1_AVERAG

Medium

2–1

SM_P2_1_AVERAG

Weak

2–1

SS_P2_1_AVERAG

Sound intensity

Figure 17. Plot showing changes in average of GSR Z-score across phase 2.

3.3.3.1 Normality
The Shapiro-Wilk test was conducted in order to assess the normality of the distribution of
all GSR values that were calculated for both way of analysis reported above. All the values were
significantly non-normal (p < .05). Since GSR values are usually distributed normally, a series of
trials were done to obtain normal distributed values. The first step was to attempt transforming
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values for the first analysis. Logarithmic and square root transformations could not be performed
since some values were negative. 1 was added to the values in order to compute logarithmic
transformation. The Shapiro-Wilk test on these data showed that the distribution was still nonnormal (p < .05). After the reciprocal transformation, distribution was still significantly nonnormal (p < .05). Reverse score transformation was effected subtracting the highest score of GSR
from each score, in order to attempt square root transformation. The Shapiro-Wilk test was
conducted on square root values, all the values were significantly non-normal (p < .05). Finally,
GSR values were individually transformed in Z scores to control individual variability in
GSR. They were not calculated using SPSS, but using Microsoft EXCEL. To find the z-score of
value one of participant one it was subtracted the mean of the values for that participant to the
specific value one and subsequently dividing it by the standard deviation of the values for that
participant. Z-values were also significantly non-normal (p < .05). It was concluded that GSR did
not have a normal distribution. Z-scores were used in the analysis since GSR is a highly variable
measure.

3.3.3.2 Effect of surface and sound
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted comparing surface type (2 levels) x sound
intensity (3 levels) to assess eventual effect of these conditions. A significant effect was found
for the surface type, F(1, 29) = 12.983, p < .01. Effect of sound intensity was not found F(2, 58)
= .452, p > .05, as well as the interaction between sound intensity and surface F(2, 58) = .961, p
> .05.

3.3.3.2 Effect of surface
The pairwise comparisons based on estimated means conducted together with the ANOVA
for surface type showed that GSR values were significantly higher when participants tapped on
the virtual surface (M = .245, SD = .068) rather than on the real surface (M = -.245, SD = .068),
p< .01.

3.3.4 Correlation between different measures: effects due to sound intensity
Firstly, all the dependant variable scores were transformed in Z-scores to be able to compare
different measures. Secondly, a new set of values were calculated for both condition AIR and
SURF, subtracting values of condition in which the sound was small from values of condition in
which the sound was big in order to test the change moving from loud to weak sound feedbacks.
All the variables appointed in the next lines refer to these values. Finally, in order to assess if
changes in values between different conditions were due to the sound, two Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient were computed on these new data (one for each surface
condition).
The idea was that if the correlation between two values was positive, moving from sound big
to sound small would have the effect of making the values increase simultaneously. The opposite
would be if the correlation was negative.
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3.3.4.1 Correlation within condition “virtual surface”
Valence was significantly correlated with dominance (r = .38, p < .05) and perceived
hardness (r = .42, p <.05), a trend showed a small negative correlation with arousal (r = - .34, p =
.064), with perceived difficulty (r = .32, p = .085) and with GSR values (r = .32, p = .088). There
was a good correlation between dominance and hardness (r = -.353, p = .071). Arousal was
significantly correlated with aggressiveness (r = .47, p <.01) and a trend showed a correlation
with perceived hardness (r = .35, p = .057). Aggressiveness was also significantly negatively
correlated with perceived hardness (r = .39, p <.05). Feeling of strength was significantly related
to perceived self-efficacy strength (r = .44, p <.05). Additionally a trend showed a correlation
with task difficulty (r = .30, p = .099), perceived hardness (r = .30, p = .101), and with the
amplitude in phase 2 (r = -.37, p = .056). A trend showed a correlation between perceived effort
and GSR (r =.33, p = .078). There was a good negative relation between inter-stimulus interval
and amplitude in phase 2 (r = -.50, p <.01). See table 16 for all the values.

3.3.4.1 Correlation within condition “real surface”
A smaller amount of significant correlations was found for the condition in which the surface
was real. Valence was significantly correlated with perceived difficulty (r = .53, p <.01). It was
found a trend showing negative correlation between dominance and aggressiveness (r = -.30, p =
.099), significant was the relation with perceived effort (r = -.42, p <.05). Additionally
dominance was significantly correlated with general feeling of strength (r = .48, p <.05) and with
perceived difficulty (r = .41, p <.05). Arousal was significantly correlated with aggressiveness (r
= .41, p <.05), a trend showed a correlation with perceived strength (r = .32, p = .085). General
feeling of strength was found having a correlation with perceived difficulty (r = .56, p <.05) and
with perceived hardness (r = .45, p <.05). Perceived difficulty negatively significantly correlated
with perceived effort (r = -.35, p <.05) which positively correlated with perceived strength (r =
.51, p <.05). Strength self-efficacy significantly correlated with GSR (r = .38, p <.05). Table of
correlations is reported in table 17.
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Table 16. Pearson’s coefficient of correlation for all the variables in condition “virtual surface”.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1. pleasure

1

2. dominance

.375*

1

3. arousal

-.336

-.208

1

4. aggressiveness

-.274

-.243

.466** 1

5. General feeling of strength

.217

.100

.020

.050

1

6. Perceived difficultya

.315

.242

.123

.207

.302

7. Perceived hardness

.419*

.477** -.345

-.390* .300

-.009

1

8. Perceived effort

-.105

-.083

-.022

.140

-.073

-.011

-.227

1

9. Self-efficacy strength

-.034

-.212

.194

.171

.443*

-.032

.068

-.237

1

10. GSR phase 2 - baseline

.151

-.118

.173

.122

.097

-.107

.038

.327

.061

1

11. ISI phase 2

.044

-.022

-.132

.116

.053

.041

.009

.297

.011

.052

1

12. Amplitude phase 2

.074

.208

.101

-.170

-.373

-.029

-.035

-.171

-.215

-.044

-.499** 1

1

** = Correlation was significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *= Correlation was significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); a= please
note that smaller values for the measure mean that participants thought that they were less able to complete the task.
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Table 17. Pearson’s coefficient of correlation for all the variables in condition “real surface”

1

2

3

1. pleasure

1

2. dominance

.266

1

3. arousal

.202

-.105

1

4. aggressiveness

-.119

-.302

.413*

5. General feeling of strength

.255

.480** -.225

6. Perceived difficultya

.527** .413*

7. Perceived hardness

.233

.083

8. Perceived effort

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1
-.166

1

-.001

-.244

.562** 1

.078

.162

.452*

.242

1

-.263

-.418* .039

.084

-.242

-.353

.007

1

9. Self-efficacy strength

.110

-.248

.315

.021

.067

.141

.166

.511** 1

10. GSR phase 2 - baseline

.219

-.062

.068

-.183

-.122

.000

-.263

.125

.375

1

11. ISI phase 2

.160

.216

-.066

-.312

.010

.027

-.092

.021

-.070

.039

1

12. Amplitude phase 2

-.303

-.144

-.049

-.093

.087

.067

.309

.163

.210

.024

-.167

1

** = Correlation was significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *= Correlation was significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); a= please
note that smaller values for the measure mean that participants thought that they were less able to complete the task.
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION
This chapter provides a discussion of the results. Subsequently, based on it, a series of design
recommendations are presented.

4.1 Results discussion
In this section hypothesis 1, 2, 3 and 4 are restated and discussed at the light of the
experimental results. For each hypothesis, analysis conducted on the measures to assess them are
discussed separately and in terms of the correlation performed to explore eventual effects due to
sound change from loud to weak .

4.1.1 Hypothesis 1
Participants will adjust their tapping movements on the basis of sound quality in terms of
intensity. Two outcomes are possible:




When the sonic interaction feedback is loud they will tap stronger (longer interval
between taps and wider amplitude) than when the sound is weak. Participants will try
to match the sound intensity and their behaviour (section 2.1.2).
When the sonic interaction feedback is loud they will tap weaker (shorter interval
between tap and narrower amplitude) than when the sound is weak. Sound influences
participants’ behaviour activating an action response to regulate the feedback
(Alaerts, Swinnen & Wenderoth, 2009; Serafin et al., 2011). In this case they try to
adjust the sound intensity with their behaviour.

These effects will be observed related to the virtual surface too and they will be stronger,
since participants will have less number of clues available (e.g. Lederman et al., 2002;
Lederman, 1979).
To test hypothesis 1, amplitude and speed of participants’ tap were measured. By looking
separately at these two variables, there were changes that did not confirm the hypothesis.
However the correlation analysis showed a significant effect that partially confirmed the
hypothesis (table 18). In the virtual surface, speed and amplitude negatively correlated when the
sound changed from loud to weak, specifically the first one decreased while the second one
increased. This means that people were tapping faster and wider when the sound was weak and it
confirms the hypothesis outcome.
However, people did not directly adjust their movement on the basis of sound quality. In
terms of speed, the sound generally had the effects of speeding up people movements. This could
be explained in terms of decreased cognitive workload. Previous researches show that sound
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feedback decreased the mental workload (Crease & Brewster, 1998). And low cognitive
workload and attention resource allocation cause a faster reaction time (Patten, Kircher, Östlund,
& Nilsson, 2004; Makishita & Matsunaga, 2008), even if this was mainly studied in terms of
driving task. However for a task involving a virtual reality-based basketball free-throw task,
sound feedbacks increased people sense of presence and consequent workload (Ma & Kaber,
2006). Hence, this effect should be deeply explored in terms of different tasks.
By directly looking at the amplitude, the sound did not affect the way participants tapped.
However the correlation showed that it increased passing from loud to weak sound in the virtual
surface. Nevertheless, they generally performed wider movement when they tapped on the real
surface. This effect is clearly due to the fact that the people’s hand was in two different positions,
depending on the type of surface.

4.1.2 Hypothesis 2
Participants’ perception of their body characteristics (strength) will be affected by the sonic
interaction (Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012). As for hypothesis 1, the effect will be present and
stronger for the virtual surface where tactile cues are not informing of strength.
To verify the effect of the sonic interaction on people’s proprioception a series of selfreported measures were used. Additionally, speed and amplitude of tapping movements were
considered as indicators of changes in people’s usage of their strength. In terms of self-reports, it
would have been considered as proprioception changes, if participants scored differently in a
series of test assessing the perception of their strength. The two tests utilized were: general
perception of people’s own strength and self-efficacy in performing a task involving lifting up a
series of objects with increasing weight. By looking both separately and at the correlation, a
series of effect confirming the hypothesis were found.
By looking at self-efficacy by itself, neither significant effects nor trends were found. This
could be related to the nature of the test. Bandura (2004) rightly pointed out that, to measure selfefficacy, the questionnaire has to be pretested and built specifically for the task that it has to
measure. In this thesis, this was not done. The questionnaire was about lifting weight.
Assumption was that if people unconsciously felt themselves stronger, they would have been
more confident in lifting weight. It was not known if participants’ perception increased, and for
sure they did not transfer it on the task assessed by self-efficacy questionnaire. An implicit
measure would have been more likely to catch the unconscious changes. At the early stage of the
thesis development, it was speculated about implementing the IAT (Greenwald, & Banaji, 1995),
but time constraints prevented its usage. However, self-efficacy correlated with GSR values in
the real surface increasing from loud to weak sound. People felt more confident in lifting weight
and they were more stressed. This result is a bit counterintuitive and hard to explain. It might be
due to the issues related to the self-efficacy questionnaire construction. The part of the
hypothesis concerning the virtual surface was partially disconfirmed, since effects were not
observed in it.
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The other self-report measure was a question asking directly to participants the level of
strength they felt to have. There were only one interesting trend effect by looking at this measure
per se, but some interesting correlations were found. The trend showed that participants felt
stronger when they heard the weak sound while they tapped on a real rather than a virtual
surface. When the only presented clue about the consequences of people’s tap is a weak sound,
they used it as indicator of the amount of strength they used in the task. The sense of touch
provided an additional sign, informing people that their action is not weak as the sound could
make them perceive. Looking at the correlation for the real surface, feeling of strength decreased
together with hardness while the perceived difficulty increased when the sound changes from
loud to weak, showing that the sonified movement changed the proprioception informing
participant about their strength, task difficulty and the hardness of the surface (table 18). This is
in accord with scientists that previously found effects of sound on proprioception (TajaduraJimenez et al., 2012). The effect of the sound on proprioception is also showed by the correlation
for what people felt less strong and in control as much as the sound became weak. In terms of
correlation, for the virtual surface, feeling of strength and self-efficacy strength decreased
together from loud to weak sound showing that the sound effectively affected people
proprioception (Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012). Hence, the part of the hypothesis concerning the
virtual surface was confirmed.
Indicator of changes in proprioception is the way people tap assuming that wide amplitude
and inter-stimulus interval corresponded to movement executed in a stronger way. The sound
speeded up people’s movement, this is discussed in hypothesis 1 (4.1.1). Additionally
participants could have interpreted sound introduction as ―the beginning of the session‖
reminding them experimenter’s instruction (one tap one second). However this is mere
speculation, there were no evidences of this. The effect was equal for both the surface; hence it
partially disconfirmed part of the hypothesis for the virtual surface.

4.1.3 Hypothesis 3
Participants’ emotional experience will be affected by the congruence between sounds and
actions (e.g. Castiello et al., 2010). Again, it will be expected to find a stronger effect for the
virtual surface where tactile cues are not informing of strength.
To explore participants emotional responses due to the effect of sonic interactions, two
measures were used: self-reports and physiological. Self-report assessed the emotional
dimensions valence, arousal and dominance. Physiological measure evaluated participants’ level
of stress/activation.
By looking separately at each measure, the sound significantly affected pleasure and
dominance as previously found in other studies (Lemaitre et al., 2009; Serafin et al.,2011),
contrary to Serafin and colleagues (2011) it did not significantly affect arousal. However a large
number of trends were found. The correlations also showed interesting significant results (table
18).
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Participant found less pleasure generally in tapping on a surface when the sound feedback
was weak rather than loud. This confirmed hypothesis 3. The weak sound produced sound
informative of a less effective results of tapping if compared to the loud sound. Additionally the
weak sound could have been considered as incongruent with the sound that the surface was
supposed to do if compared to the loud sound. This explanation is in accord with the literature
about emotional elicitation by sound feedback showing that incongruent sounds lead to a
generally less pleasurable experience (e.g. Serafin et al., 2011). Additionally two trends showed
results in this direction: sound intensity affected valence for the real surface and when the sound
was medium rather than weak participants felt a more pleasurable sensation. Another trend was
the interaction between type of surface and sound showing that regarding the effects on the
virtual surface the hypothesis could not be totally disconfirmed. For the virtual surface,
correlations showed that a less clear and more incongruent sound feedback led to a less
pleasurable experience related to a slow feeling of control and a lower perceived hardness of the
surface (table 18). Results in terms of sound effect on valence and dominance are replicated. A
similar effect was found in the real surface, where pleasure decreased and perceived difficulty
increased (table 18).
People felt more in control when tap on the real surface rather than on the virtual surface
when heard loud and weak sounds. Hence the effect was due to the property of the surface, and it
depended to the multisensory integration. An increased number of clues about the environment
informed people better about the correct completion of the task and the action, resulting in a
more feeling of control of the situation. This confirmed the hypothesis concerning the effect on
the virtual surface for dominance, considering that there was a significant effect of the
interaction between type of surface and sound intensity. Additionally, decreasing of sound
intensity caused that dominance decreased together with perceived hardness and valence in the
virtual surface, showing that the sound played an important informational role in terms of
reassuring people of the exact completion of their performances (Crease & Brewster, 1998).
Similar decreasing effect was found in the real surface together with feeling of strength and
perceived difficulty (table 18). The part of the hypothesis predicting bigger effects in the virtual
surface was disconfirmed.
By looking specifically at arousal there was no significant effect, even if this values was
found to be affected by sonic interaction in previous studies (Serafin et al., 2011). However
interesting significant effects were visible by looking at correlations (table 18). For both the
surfaces arousal increased together with aggressiveness when sound moved from loud to weak,
hence people felt more aggressive with weak sounds. Part of the hypothesis regarding the effect
on virtual surface could be confirmed with further studies, since there was a trend showing that
people were more aroused when hearing loud and weak sounds in the virtual rather than real
surface condition. This trend was again due to the nature of multisensory integration. Bresin and
colleagues (2010) found that aggressiveness was influenced by the sound type, but differently. In
their studies, sound of harder surface led to a more aggressive style of walking. The effect here is
probably due to frustration caused by an incongruent feedback.
People level of aggressiveness did not change by looking only at it, however it was above
explained that it increased together with arousal due the sound moving from loud to weak, for
both the surfaces.
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In terms of physiological measurement there was no effect of the sound on it, even in terms
of correlations, although there was an effect of surface. Hence, hypothesis was disconfirmed:
merely sonic interaction did not provoke emotional activation, at least in term of skin
conductance. However in the virtual surface condition GSR values were higher. This confirmed
part of the hypothesis regarding the effect on the virtual surface, showing an increased activation
compared to the condition in which the sound was presented together with the real surface. This
effect probably derived from the multisensory integration. People are used to have different
kinds of clue to interpret reality. A privation of them provoked a novelty that aroused them and
increased their electro dermal activity. However the effect could derived from the setup of the
experiment.

4.1.4 Hypothesis 4
Sound will proprioceptively inform participants’ about the task (in terms of perceived effort
and difficulty) and about the properties of the unseen target (the surface) (Castiello et al., 2010).
Sounds proprioceptively informed participants about the task and the properties of the
unseen target, hypothesis 4 was confirmed both by looking separately at the analyses of each
variables and at the correlations between them.
People perception of difficulty of the task was influenced by the sound, confirming the effect
on proprioception. Specifically, for participant tapping on the real surface, when the sound was
weak the task was considered more difficult than when the sound was medium. The sound
informed people about the difficulty of the task. An interesting trend showed that the sound
could be informative when presented by itself too: when people tapped on the virtual surface
hearing the loud sound they perceived the task as easier. The task was also considered
significantly easier when tapping on a real surface: more feedbacks led to a sensation of a less
demanding task. It has to be considered that the tapping movement was different between virtual
and real surface, due to obvious surface properties (figure 4 and 5). Tapping on a virtual surface
involved keeping the arm relieved, this could have influenced participants perception of
difficulty. However, for the real surface the sound affected participants’ perception: weak sound
led to decrease perception of difficulty that varied together with valence, dominance and feeling
of strength and inversely with perceived effort (table 18).
Perceived effort in doing the task was expected to be influenced by the sound intensity. By
looking specifically at it, even if there was a significant interaction between surface and sound
intensity, it was influenced only by the type of surface. However the sound influence was
showed by the correlations. Similarly to perceived difficulty, people, when tapped on the real
surface, reported that the task needed less effort. Correlation, for the real surface, showed that
people perceived the task more difficult with a decreased feeling of control when sound moved
from loud to weak. This confirmed the hypothesis and it is in accord with Avanzini, Rocchesso
and Serafini’s results (2004) suggesting that ―the perception of effort is a cross-modal
phenomenon in which auditory feedback plays a relevant role‖.
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The sound significantly affected people’s perception of hardness of the virtual surface and
the interaction effect between sound intensity and surface was significant. Specifically people
perceived the virtual surface harder when the sound feedback was loud rather than weak.
Correlation showed similar results (table 18). Participants transferred the sound properties to the
physical target. These results are in line the literature about the informational power of the
sound. Similar results and an example of practical application are provided by Williamson,
Murray-Smith & Hughes (2007). They applied the role of sound in convey information to an
interface for sensing data within a mobile device. Giving information about the content of a text
received on a mobile phone using sound (and tactile) feedbacks.
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Table 18. Table showing significant correlations, type of correlation, direction of the changes from loud to weak sound, and hypothesis confirmed
by them for virtual and real surface.

type of
surface

Virtual

Real

variable

direction

variable

direction

type of
correlation

Valence

-

Dominance

-

Positive

Valence

-

Perceived hardness

-

Positive

Dominance

-

Perceived hardness

-

Positive

Arousal

+

Aggressiveness

+

Positive

Feeling of strength

+

Self-efficacy strength

+

Positive

Aggressiveness

+

Perceived hardness

-

Negative

ISI in phase 2

-

Amplitude in phase 2

+

Negative

Valence

-

Perceived difficulty

-

Positive

Dominance

-

Feeling of strength

-

Positive

Dominance

-

Perceived difficulty

-

Positive

Arousal

+

Aggressiveness

+

Positive

Feeling of strength

-

Perceived difficulty

-

Positive

Feeling of strength

-

Perceived hardness

-

Positive

Self-efficacy strength

+

GSR

+

Positive

Dominance

-

Perceived effort

+

Negative

Perceived difficultya

+

Perceived effort

-

Negative

H1

H2

•
•
•
•
•
•

H3

H4

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• = the correlation provides confirmation for the hypothesis; a= please note that increasing values for this measure mean that
participants thought that they were more able to complete the task.
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4.2 Design recommendation
The present thesis aimed not only to explore the effects of sound on people’s
tapping movements and emotion, but also to provide a series of design
recommendation based on the found effects.
Table 19 and 20 in this section summarize the main findings and categorize
them in order to provide suggestion for practitioners who want to design a sonic
interactive product with a real or a virtual surface. Additionally recommendations
are suggested if this artefact aims to trigger emotional responses or a behaviour
change in users. Finally, suggestions in terms of probable task completion ability are
provided, since sound was found to be informative of the difficulty of these kinds of
interactions. General recommendations based on findings shared between the two
surfaces are provided.

Table 19. Design recommendation for a product involving tapping on a real and/or virtual
sonic interactive surface

Task completion ability and
surface characteristic

Emotional response

Users will feel less strong and they
will perceive the task more
demanding and the surface softer, if
the sound intensity of the sound
feedback is reduced.
Real
Also they will feel less strong and
surface in control as much as the sound
became weak.
Weaker sound will lead to users’
belief of performing a more
difficult and less pleasurable
task.
Users feeling of strength and belief
about self-efficacy of their strength
will decrease with weaker sounds
They will perceive the surface
Virtual harder if the sound feedback is
surface louder.
Weaker sound will lead to a less
pleasurable experience related to
a lower feeling of control and
perceived hardness of the
surface.
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Table 20. Design recommendation for a product involving tapping on a sonic interactive
surface

Behaviour change

Emotional response

Task completion ability

Users will tap faster and
wider if the sound is
weaker.

User will find less
pleasure tapping on a
surface if the sound
feedback will be weaker.
Of course, loud sound
should be used paying
attention to hear health.

Tapping on a real surface
is easier than tapping on
a virtual one.

User will feel more in
control if they tap on a
real surface rather than
on the virtual surface.
Decreasing sound
intensity will lead to
increase excitement
together with
aggressiveness

4.3 Limitations and future research
In terms of limitations of this study, they mainly have to be addressed to
equipment, prototype and experimental setting. The first was of course reliable, but
if the piezoelectric was perfectly sensitive, the accelerometer was not: two
experimental sessions had to be cancelled in a row because the accelerometer
stopped working. An identical spare accelerometer was bought after it, and it was
used for four sessions. Additionally the cable connecting the accelerometer to
Arduino could have biased people movements, even if participants reported that
they did not feel discomfort or impediments. Also time resources led to constrains,
given the short time for the project the prototype was not perfect (e.g. the
accelerometer issue) and the exploration of analyses was time-limited.
Future research should explore the sound introduction – speed up movements
effect found in the present study. Is it replicable? Does the sound decrease
workload? If so is the effect due to this? Does this valid for a wide range of tasks?
How can be applied to technology? Additionally, clues were found about the effect
of the sound on proprioception in terms of perceived difficulty and effort, and of
surface physical properties. This effect has to be further explored. Is it replicable?
Does it depend from the task? Does it affect also body parts? The emotional
response could be studied narrowing the focus on the elicitation of specific
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emotions. The effects on perceived difficulty should be systematically studied and
applied to a different range of tasks and technologies.
Limitation described at the beginning of the section should be avoided in future
studies.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
Main aim of this thesis was to study the informational role of sound in
performing tapping movements. To study this kind of action in a sonic interactive
environment, it was built a prototype of a prototype of a sonic interactive product
provided with a real and a virtual surface on which people could tap. This apparatus was
used to look at eventual changes in people’s behaviour, proprioception and
emotions. Additional aim was to provide design suggestions based on experimental
findings.
The findings totally or partially confirmed most of the hypotheses. Louder
tapping sound feedbacks congruent with an effective execution of the tapping
provoked positive emotions and shaped a pleasurable experience. Also they made
persons perceive the tap as easier to complete.
The informational role of sound was confirmed, people transferred sound
properties to the task and to the surface they were tapping on. This effect was found
for both real and virtual surface. Additionally, in some cases, when there were less
clue to interpret the environment (virtual surface), the sound was more likely to
inform people. Specifically, users assessed hardness of a virtual surface based on
loudness of the sound feedback provoked by their gestures.
Proprioception was found to be affected by the sound, especially in terms of
perception of task difficulty and perceived effort.
Sound introduction was proved to speed up people movements.
Design recommendations were provided in terms of suggestion for products
involving tapping on both real and virtual surfaces, in a sonic interactive
environment. When designing for virtual surfaces, sounds will shape people
perception of their strength and of the surface properties. The sonic interaction will
have a similar effect for real surfaces, however emotions and perception of task
difficulty will be more affected. Weak sound feedbacks will lead to a less
pleasurable experience. Finally, users will perceive task completion easier and more
controllable on a real surface, but less arousing than on a virtual surface. This
recommendation applied to a large number of products, designers should choose
firstly what they want to provoke in users and then select the appropriate
technology.
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APPENDIX B – CONSENT FORM AND DATA PROCTION SHEET
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APPENDIX C – MATLAB FUNCTION VIRTUAL SURFACE DATA
EXTRACTION FOR THE FIRST 8 PARTICIPANTS
function
[
RESULT_headphones
RESULT_acc
]
=
acc_data(
Sound_file,
min_peak_height_sound,
min_peak_distance_sound,
Accelerometer_file,
min_peak_height_acc,max_peak_height_acc,
min_peak_distance_acc);
%acc_data is a function that
extracts data from Enrico's
experimental
%trials.
%The input parameters are the following:
%1. Sound_file is the name of the file to read for the
headphones output, the sound participants listened to (e.g.
'A_soundOutputBIG.aiff')
% 2. min_peak_height_sound, is the threshold value to detect
peaks in the sound file (approx 0.8)
% 3. min_peak_distance_sound is the mininum distance, in
seconds, between two peaks in the sound file (approx 0.4)
%4. Accelerometer_file is the name of the file to read for the
accelerometer input (e.g. 'A_BIG.txt')
%5.
min_peak_height_acc, is the threshold value to detect
minimum in peaks in the accelerometer file (approx -10)
%6 max_peak_height_acc, is the threshold value to detect maximum
in peaks in the accelerometer file (approx 20)
%7. min_peak_distance_acc is the mininum distance, in seconds,
between two peaks in the accelerometer file (approx 0.4)
%The output parameters are the following:
%1. RESULT_headphones is a two column matrix; the first column
is the time at which
%peaks occur (in seconds), the second is the amplitude of the
peaks
%2. RESULT_acc is a two column matrix; the first column is the
time at which
%peaks occur (in seconds), the second is the amplitude of the
peaks
close all
warning off
Fs = 44100; % Sampling frequency in Hz
%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data - write here the name of your file
%output headphones
x = aiffread(Sound_file);

%open file

N = length(x); %check how long is the file to calculate time
variable
N1=N;
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t = linspace(0, N/Fs, N); %time variable
figure
subplot(2,1,1), plot(t, x);hold on; %plot
first graph

the

signal

in

the

%lets find the peaks in the signal
Peaks=[];
Peaks_position=[];
[peak_value,
peak_location]
=
findpeaks(double(x),'minpeakheight',min_peak_height_sound,'minpeakd
istance',round(min_peak_distance_sound*Fs));
%this function finds
peaks that are over "minpeakheight"; once you find a peak, advance
0.3 s to continue finding peaks
peak_location2=peak_location/Fs; %transform peak location to
seconds
%
% offset values of peak heights for plotting
subplot(2,1,1),
plot(peak_location2,peak_value,'k^','markerfacecolor',[1
%plot red triangles in each peak

0

0]);

%Result is the tap location (in seconds) and the amplitude value
RESULT_headphones=[peak_location2 peak_value];
%plot variables
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('output headphones')
%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data - write here the name of your file
%input accelerometer
x = textread(Accelerometer_file);
Fs2=214;
N = length(x);
N3=N;
t = linspace(0, N/Fs2, N);

subplot(2,1,2), plot(t,x(:,1));hold on; %plot the signal
signal=x(:,1);
for i=1:length(signal)
if signal(i)>0
signal(i)=0;
end
end
signal=abs(signal)
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[peak_value,
peak_location]
=
findpeaks(double(signal),'minpeakheight',min_peak_height_acc,'minpe
akdistance',round(min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2));
%this
function
finds peaks that are over "minpeakheight"; once you find a peak,
advance 0.3 s to continue finding peaks
peak_value3=[];
peak_location3=[];
for i=1:length(peak_location)
if i==1
[local_max,
local_maxpos]=max(x(1:peak_location(i)+min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2,1)
);
elseif i<length(peak_location)
[local_max,
local_maxpos]=max(x(peak_location(i)min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2:peak_location(i)+min_peak_distance_acc*Fs
2,1));
else
[local_max,
local_maxpos]=max(x(peak_location(i)min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2:end,1));
end
if local_max>max_peak_height_acc
peak_value3=[peak_value3; local_max];
local_maxpos=local_maxpos+peak_location(i)min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2;
peak_location3=[peak_location3; local_maxpos];
end
end
%peak_location4=peak_location3/Fs2; %transform peak location to
seconds
peak_location4=peak_location3/Fs2; %transform peak location to
seconds
%
% offset values of peak heights for plotting
%subplot(2,1,2),
plot(peak_location4,peak_value3,'k^','markerfacecolor',[1
%plot red triangles in each peak
subplot(2,1,2),
plot(peak_location4,peak_value3,'k^','markerfacecolor',[1
%plot red triangles in each peak

0

0]);

0

0]);

%Result is the tap location (in seconds) and the amplitude value
RESULT_acc=[peak_location4 peak_value3];
RESULT_acc=[peak_location4 peak_value3];
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
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title('accelerometer')
axis([0 90 -200 200])
end
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APPENDIX D - MATLAB FUNCTION VIRTUAL SURFACE DATA
EXTRACTION FOR PARTICIPANTS FROM 9 TO 31
function [ RESULT_headphones RESULT_acc count_nbangs time_bang]
=
acc_data2(
Sound_file,
min_peak_height_sound,
min_peak_distance_sound, Accelerometer_file, min_peak_distance_acc,
Bangs_file);
%acc_data is a function that
extracts data from Enrico's
experimental
%trials.
%The input parameters are the following:
%1. Sound_file is the name of the file to read for the
headphones output, the sound participants listened to (e.g.
'A_soundOutputBIG.aiff')
% 2. min_peak_height_sound, is the threshold value to detect
peaks in the sound file (approx 0.8)
% 3. min_peak_distance_sound is the mininum distance, in
seconds, between two peaks in the sound file (approx 0.4)
%4. Accelerometer_file is the name of the file to read for the
accelerometer input (e.g. 'A_BIG.txt')
%5. min_peak_distance_acc is the mininum distance, in seconds,
between two peaks in the accelerometer file (approx 0.4)
%6. Bangs_file is the name of the file where the bangs were
recorded (time when the acceleremoter cross from positive to
negative values)
%The output parameters are the following:
%1. RESULT_headphones is a two column matrix; the first column
is the time at which
%peaks occur (in seconds), the second is the amplitude of the
peaks
%2. RESULT_acc is a two column matrix; the first column is the
time at which
%peaks occur (in seconds), the second is the amplitude of the
peaks
%3.count_nbangs is the number of bangs detected from the
accelerometer
%4.timb_bang is a vector with 2 columns; column 1 is the time at
which
%bangs occurred, and column 2 is the time between bangs (bangs
detected from the
%accelerometer)
close all
warning off
Fs = 44100; % Sampling frequency in Hz

%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data - write here the name of your file
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%output headphones
x = aiffread(Sound_file);

%open file

N = length(x); %check how long is the file to calculate time
variable
N1=N;
t = linspace(0, N/Fs, N); %time variable
figure
subplot(2,1,1), plot(t, x);hold on; %plot the signal in the
first graph
%lets find the peaks in the signal
Peaks=[];
Peaks_position=[];
[peak_value,
peak_location]
=
findpeaks(double(x),'minpeakheight',min_peak_height_sound,'minpeakd
istance',round(min_peak_distance_sound*Fs));
%this function finds
peaks that are over "minpeakheight"; once you find a peak, advance
0.3 s to continue finding peaks
peak_location2=peak_location/Fs; %transform peak location to
seconds
%
% offset values of peak heights for plotting
subplot(2,1,1),
plot(peak_location2,peak_value,'k^','markerfacecolor',[1
%plot red triangles in each peak

0

0]);

%Result is the tap location (in seconds) and the amplitude value
RESULT_headphones=[peak_location2 peak_value];
%plot variables
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('output headphones')
%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data
%input bangs from the accelerometer and time
matrix = textread(Bangs_file);
%[t nbangs tbangs]=matrix(:,1:3)
t=matrix(:,1);
nbangs=matrix(:,2);
tbangs=matrix(:,3);
tbangs=tbangs(2:end);
t=t(1:length(tbangs));
tb=t;
%Fs2=214;
N = length(x);
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%t = linspace(0, N/Fs2, N);
count_nbangs=0;
for i=1:length(nbangs)
if nbangs(i)>0
count_nbangs=count_nbangs+1;
end
end
time_bang=[];
for i=1:length(tbangs)
if tbangs(i)>0
time_bang=[time_bang; t(i)/1000 tbangs(i)];
end
end

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

subplot(3,1,2), plot(t/1000,tbangs);hold on; %plot the signal
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('bangs accelerometer')
axis([0 90 0 1000])

%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data
%input accelerometer
x = textread(Accelerometer_file);
%Fs2=214;
N = length(x);
N3=N;
Fs2=N3*Fs/N1;
t = linspace(0, N/Fs2, N);

subplot(2,1,2), plot(t,x(:,1));hold on; %plot the signal
signal=x(:,1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%find peaks using the bang_signal
subplot(2,1,2), plot(tb/1000,tbangs, 'g');hold on
peak_value5=[];
peak_location5=[];
if time_bang > 1
init_i=1;
else
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init_i=2;
end
for i=init_i:length(time_bang)
%if i==1
temp2=time_bang(i,1);
temp1=min_peak_distance_acc
if i<length(time_bang)
[local_max,
local_maxpos]=max(x((temp2temp1)*Fs2:(temp2+temp1)*Fs2,1));
flag=0;
if
i>init_i
&&
(local_maxpos+(temp2temp1)*Fs2)<peak_location5(end)+temp1*Fs2
[peaki posi]=max([peak_value5(end) local_max]);
if posi==2
peak_value5(end)=local_max;
peak_location5(end)=local_maxpos+(temp2-temp1)*Fs2;
flag=1;
end
end
else
[local_max,
temp1)*Fs2:end,1));
end

local_maxpos]=max(x((temp2-

peak_value5=[peak_value5; local_max];
if flag==0
local_maxpos=local_maxpos+(temp2-temp1)*Fs2;
end
peak_location5=[peak_location5; local_maxpos];
end

peak_location5=peak_location5/Fs2; %transform peak location
to seconds
%
% offset values of peak heights for plotting
subplot(2,1,2),
plot(peak_location5,peak_value5,'k^','markerfacecolor',[0
1]);hold on %plot red triangles in each peak
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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1

%Result is the tap location (in seconds) and the amplitude value
RESULT_acc=[peak_location5 peak_value5];
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('accelerometer')
axis([0 90 -200 200])
end
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APPENDIX E - MATLAB FUNCTION REAL SURFACE DATA
EXTRACTION FOR PARTICIPANTS FROM 1 TO 31
Function [ RESULT_piezo RESULT_acc ] = Piezo_data( Piezo_file,
min_peak_height_piezo, min_peak_distance_piezo, Sound_output_file,
Accelerometer_file,
min_peak_height_acc,
max_peak_height_acc,
min_peak_distance_acc);
%Piezo_data is a function that
extracts data from Enrico's
experimental
%trials.
%The input parameters are the following:
%1. Piezo_file is the name of the file to read for the piezo
input (e.g. 'P_piezoInputBig.aiff')
% 2. min_peak_height_piezo, is the threshold value to detect
peaks in the piezo_Input sound file (approx 1)
% 3. min_peak_distance_piezo is the mininum distance, in
seconds, between two peaks in the piezo_Input sound file (approx
0.3)
%4. Sound_output_file is the name of the file to read for the
sound
output,
the
sound
participants
listened
to
(e.g.
'P_soundOutputBig.aiff')
%5. Accelerometer_file is the name of the file to read for the
accelerometer input (e.g. 'P_accelBIG.txt')
%6.
min_peak_height_acc, is the threshold value to detect
minimum in peaks in the accelerometer file (approx -10)
%7 max_peak_height_acc, is the threshold value to detect maximum
in peaks in the accelerometer file (approx 20)
%8. min_peak_distance_acc is the mininum distance, in seconds,
between two peaks in the accelerometer file (approx 0.4)
%The output parameters are the following:
%1. RESULT_piezo is a two column matrix; the first column is the
time at which
%peaks occur (in seconds), the second is the amplitude of the
peaks
%2. RESULT_acc is a two column matrix; the first column is the
time at which
%peaks occur (in seconds), the second is the amplitude of the
peaks
close all
warning off
Fs = 44100; % Sampling frequency in Hz

%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data - write here the name of your file
%input piezo
x = aiffread(Piezo_file);

%open file
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N = length(x); %check how long is the file to calculate time
variable
N1=N;
t = linspace(0, N/Fs, N); %time variable
figure
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t, x);hold on; %plot the signal in the
first graph
%lets find the peaks in the signal
Peaks=[];
Peaks_position=[];
[peak_value,
peak_location]
=
findpeaks(double(x),'minpeakheight',min_peak_height_piezo,'minpeakd
istance',round(min_peak_distance_piezo*Fs));
%this function finds
peaks that are over "minpeakheight"; once you find a peak, advance
0.3 s to continue finding peaks
peak_location2=peak_location/Fs; %transform peak location to
seconds
%
% offset values of peak heights for plotting
subplot(3,1,1),
plot(peak_location2,peak_value,'k^','markerfacecolor',[1
%plot red triangles in each peak

0

0]);

%Result is the tap location (in seconds) and the amplitude value
RESULT_piezo=[peak_location2 peak_value];
%plot variables
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('Input piezo')
axis([0 90 -35 35])
%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data - write here the name of your file
%output headphones
x = aiffread(Sound_output_file);
N = length(x);
N2=N;
t = linspace(0, N/Fs, N);
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t, x);
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('output headphones')
%***************************************************************
*****************
% read in the data - write here the name of your file
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%input accelerometer
x = textread(Accelerometer_file);
%Fs2=214;
N = length(x);
N3=N;
Fs2=N3*Fs/N1;
t = linspace(0, N/Fs2, N);
x2=(abs(x(:,1))).^2;
subplot(3,1,3), plot(t,x(:,1));hold on; %plot the signal
signal=x(:,1);
for i=1:length(signal)
if signal(i)>0
signal(i)=0;
end
end
signal=abs(signal)
[peak_value,
peak_location]
=
findpeaks(double(signal),'minpeakheight',min_peak_height_acc,'minpe
akdistance',round(min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2));
%this
function
finds peaks that are over "minpeakheight"; once you find a peak,
advance 0.3 s to continue finding peaks
peak_value3=[];
peak_location3=[];
for i=1:length(peak_location)
if i==1
[local_max,
local_maxpos]=max(x(1:peak_location(i)+min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2,1)
);
elseif i<length(peak_location)
[local_max,
local_maxpos]=max(x(peak_location(i)min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2:peak_location(i)+min_peak_distance_acc*Fs
2,1));
else
[local_max,
local_maxpos]=max(x(peak_location(i)min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2:end,1));
end
if local_max>max_peak_height_acc
peak_value3=[peak_value3; local_max];
local_maxpos=local_maxpos+peak_location(i)min_peak_distance_acc*Fs2;
peak_location3=[peak_location3; local_maxpos];
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end
end
peak_location4=peak_location3/Fs2; %transform peak location to
seconds
%
% offset values of peak heights for plotting
subplot(3,1,3),
plot(peak_location4,peak_value3,'k^','markerfacecolor',[1
0
0]);
%plot red triangles in each peak
%Result is the tap location (in seconds) and the amplitude value
RESULT_acc=[peak_location4 peak_value3];
%RESULT_acc=[peak_location4-peak_location4(1)+RESULT_piezo(1,1)
peak_value3];
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('accelerometer')
axis([0 90 -200 200])
end
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APPENDIX F- MATLAB FUNCTION GSR DATA EXTRACTION
%function GSR_RESULT=GSR_analysis(filename)
filename='subject29.csv'
GSR_RESULT=[];
%read file in string format to extract the sampling rage
[a,b]= readtext(filename);
%determine sampling rate
column1=a(:,1);
temp=column1{5}
Fs=str2num(temp(16:end)); %this is the sampling rate
%read file in number format to extract GSR
[a,b]= readtext(filename, '[,\t]', '#', '"', 'numeric-empty2zero');
%GSR vector
GSR=a(9:end,6);
%time vector (in seconds)
N = length(GSR);
t = linspace(0, N/Fs, N);
t=t';
%find markers in the file
markers=find(GSR==0);
%check here which ones are the good markers and define blocks
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%block 1
start=markers(4);
finish=markers(5);
time_block1=t(start:finish)-t(start);
block1=[time_block1 GSR(start:finish)];
plot(time_block1,GSR(start:finish))
%
phase1=block1(7*Fs+1:8*Fs,:);
phase2=block1(15*Fs+1:70*Fs,:);
phase3=block1(71*Fs+1:80*Fs,:);
avGSR_phase1=mean(phase1(:,2));
avGSR_phase2=mean(phase2(:,2));
avGSR_phase3=mean(phase3(:,2));
GSR_RESULT=[GSR_RESULT [avGSR_phase1; avGSR_phase2; avGSR_phase3]];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Repeat for the rest of the blocks
%block 2
start=markers(6);
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finish=markers(7);
time_block2=t(start:finish)-t(start);
block2=[time_block2 GSR(start:finish)];
plot(time_block2,GSR(start:finish))
%
phase1=block2(5*Fs+1:10*Fs,:);
phase2=block2(10*Fs+1:70*Fs,:);
phase3=block2(71*Fs+1:80*Fs,:);
avGSR_phase1=mean(phase1(:,2));
avGSR_phase2=mean(phase2(:,2));
avGSR_phase3=mean(phase3(:,2));
GSR_RESULT=[GSR_RESULT [avGSR_phase1; avGSR_phase2; avGSR_phase3]];
%block 3
start=markers(8);
finish=markers(9);
time_block3=t(start:finish)-t(start);
block3=[time_block3 GSR(start:finish)];
plot(time_block3,GSR(start:finish))
%
phase1=block3(5*Fs+1:10*Fs,:);
phase2=block3(10*Fs+1:70*Fs,:);
phase3=block3(71*Fs+1:80*Fs,:);
avGSR_phase1=mean(phase1(:,2));
avGSR_phase2=mean(phase2(:,2));
avGSR_phase3=mean(phase3(:,2));
GSR_RESULT=[GSR_RESULT [avGSR_phase1; avGSR_phase2; avGSR_phase3]];
%block 4
start=markers(10);
finish=markers(11);
time_block4=t(start:finish)-t(start);
block4=[time_block4 GSR(start:finish)];
plot(time_block4,GSR(start:finish))
%
phase1=block4(5*Fs+1:10*Fs,:);
phase2=block4(10*Fs+1:70*Fs,:);
phase3=block4(71*Fs+1:80*Fs,:);
avGSR_phase1=mean(phase1(:,2));
avGSR_phase2=mean(phase2(:,2));
avGSR_phase3=mean(phase3(:,2));
GSR_RESULT=[GSR_RESULT [avGSR_phase1; avGSR_phase2; avGSR_phase3]];
%block 5
start=markers(12);
finish=markers(13);
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time_block5=t(start:finish)-t(start);
block5=[time_block5 GSR(start:finish)];
plot(time_block5,GSR(start:finish))
%
phase1=block5(5*Fs+1:10*Fs,:);
phase2=block5(10*Fs+1:70*Fs,:);
phase3=block5(71*Fs+1:80*Fs,:);
avGSR_phase1=mean(phase1(:,2));
avGSR_phase2=mean(phase2(:,2));
avGSR_phase3=mean(phase3(:,2));
GSR_RESULT=[GSR_RESULT [avGSR_phase1; avGSR_phase2; avGSR_phase3]];
%block 6
start=markers(14);
finish=markers(15);
time_block6=t(start:finish)-t(start);
block6=[time_block6 GSR(start:finish)];
plot(time_block6,GSR(start:finish))
%
phase1=block6(5*Fs+1:10*Fs,:);
phase2=block6(10*Fs+1:70*Fs,:);
phase3=block6(71*Fs+1:80*Fs,:);
avGSR_phase1=mean(phase1(:,2));
avGSR_phase2=mean(phase2(:,2));
avGSR_phase3=mean(phase3(:,2));
GSR_RESULT=[GSR_RESULT [avGSR_phase1; avGSR_phase2; avGSR_phase3]];
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APPENDIX G - MAX/MSP PATCH FOR VIRTUAL AND REAL SURFACE
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APPENDIX H – CONSENT FORM FOR PHOTOGRAPHS. IT WAS SIGNED
BY THE MODEL AND DEPOSITED AT UCLIC
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